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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.

ER

the

Always the Leader

GROCERY

CO.

8outhern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ALU CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

Saturday, Sept.

BY NAN
I dreamed I met a

O'NIEL
pretty

Maid

Who was most wondrously arrayed.
Her skirts demurely cleared the
ground,
nor
'Twas neither hooped
seemed to be at easec:
Her waist-lin- e
Nor slanted toward the neck or knees;
Her bodice was discreetly yoked,
Her collar neither flared nor choked;
The sleeves, too, seemed to really fit,
They were not skimped nor spread a
bit;
And then her hat, of moderate size,
Revealed the wearer's ears and eyes;
And, more than all, beneath the hat
A coiffure neither bulged nor flat!
In fact, the maid, from crown to
toe,
A normal outline seemed to show.
I voiced my deep bewilderment:
"What period do you represent?"
followed
such a
Then laughter

COVERED

and

The Original
de-- 1

BRIDGE FOR TEACHERS
Miss Frances
Abbott entertained
some of the teachers this afternoon

at an informal bridge party at the
home o Judge and Mrs. E. C Abbott,
on Cerrillos road. Those present
were Miss Barton, Miss Laura Wood,
Hiss Alberta Smith, Mibs Marion
Bishop, Miss Marie Green, Miss Pearl

Gallagher, Miss Amy Wittman, Miss
Hutson and Miss Nellie Harrison,

BRIDGE PARTY

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

WITH RINGWORM

and named for the next
butante in the White House. It has
been Helen Pink for the past two
seasons and will probably be Helen
Blazes until election is over.
,
decided

28, 1912.

Also Around Mouth.

Spread Rapidly.
Itched and Burned Dreadfully. By
Using Cuticura Soap and Ointment Ringworm Disappeared.

2073 Ogden St., Denver, Colo. "Abouo
four years ago I was bothered dreadfully
with ringworm around my mouth. I did
not pay much attention to it at first, although It looked bad. It spread rapidly
and itched and burned dreadfully. The
first thing I knew my arms from the elbows
down were covered with ringworm, and my
face seemed worse.
"I got some medicine which relieved the
itching and sort of dried up the ringworm
but it kept coming back. I decided to let
the medicine go, and I scratched them
until they wore sore. At that time there
must have been four on my face. One
extended fro n'' the corner of my mouth
under my chin. That was the largest one,
but the small r ones looked as bad for they
were kept fit"y red from my scratching.
Each of these red blotches was raised about
one sixteenth of an inch, and the centers
were covered with pieces of dried skin giving
them a very rough appearance.
"One day I accidentally got bold of a
small piece of Cuticura Soap", and in a
few days 1 noti ed how much good it was
doing me. I - ! t on using the Soap, and
spoke of it to a friend of mine. She told
me of the Cuticura Ointment, and by using
both, the ringworm disappeared in a short
time." (Signed) Miss Helen Magee, J line
11, 1911.
Cuticura San p and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout, the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Ad-

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

Only Absolutely

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
A Money andFuel

Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
MjKe 1 o u r Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagssto be had
in Purchasing a Coles.
BUY A COLES HEATER

AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
Mrs. R. H. Hanna entertained WedFOR SOFT COAL
nesday afternoon at the first of a
Coles original down draft. This is the
Mica doors are extra large fitted in reseries of bridge parties she is planKtove for the home, the office ai.d all
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
public places. It requires little or no
ning for the coming weeks. There
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
attention and Is known to be the most
seven
tables
were
first
of
the
and economical of all stoves.
the
servicable
bridge,
"Radiant".
!
sound
prize being won by Mrs. A. L. ThomIt broke and bubbled all around,
as and the second by Mrs. John B.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
And I perceived, encircling there.
Lavert. Cosmos, asters and chrysanA motley group of Fashion's fair.
were used In profusion as
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
(Plaits,
panniers, farthingles and themums
rooms.
decorations
the
the
throughout
frills,
Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Brims, baskets, pinwheels, plumes,
and quills.
ALFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
INFORMAL MUSICALE.
and ruffs,
Sheaths,
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Hall enterBuns, psyches, pompadours and puffs). tained
Tuesday evening at an infor
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
The Maid smiled wisely. "Don't you mal
musicale, which was thoroughly
see,
d
dress
Mrs. Zim"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
enjoyed by their guests.
I never was and ne'er will be?
men should use Cuticura
merman
solos
several
piano
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
t
played
I'm only a sartorial joke?"
with her usual ability and graclous-nes- s Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
Phone Black
Phone Black Laughter again and I awoke.
and accompanied Mr. Llewellyn
45
45
Hall who sang a number of splendid although she is past the accepted
Awake, it haunts me even yet
All
eighteen. S!ie will probably go to
bass solos.
silThat pretty Maid's strange
inIt
Mawr.
may
Incidentally
Bryn
were
the
After
musical numbers
houette.
Ale
over a dainty supper was served in terest some to know that the verdant
Judge.
west
a
middle
member
from
young
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
Why is the calendar so arranged the dining room.
Dawson Coal
Iola
that two such important things come. Those present were Mr. and Mrs. state, who was so attentive to Miss
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
PORTLAND CEMENT Sawed Wood
in one week as putting up peaches J. W. Mayes, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Clark during the convention, has beeu
El Toro
given the gata. As for other recruits,
and buying a fall hat?
CO.
Hoover, Mr. and Mrs. Llewelyn Hall, it all seems to
depend on the outcome
It's been rather a quiet week, hasn't Mr. and Mrs. Carruth, Mrs. John R.
it? "Oh- ,- yes," the answer, "but McFie, Mrs. Karl W. Green, Mrs. E. of the election.
I've been so busy that I couldn't have C. Abbott, Airs. Robert Zimmerman,
gone to anything anyway. I've made Mrs. E. A. Fiske, Miss Massie, Miss CONCERT.
peach pickles and peach preserves Betty Massie, Miss Stewart, Miss
One of t!i3 most enjoyable affairs
and peach sauce and brandied peaches Wood, Miss Ruth
J. A. Mas- that has occurred in Santa Fe for a
Laughlin,
a
besides
this week,
lot of grape
sie, the Rev. Leonidas
Smith, and long time was the musicale given at
Those black grapes are so cheap John R. McFie, Jr.
ly.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Rene-haAll Kinds of Building Materials.
now, you know. I certainly
make
Friday evening. .The evening
money go a long way so far it never
was in the nature of a subscription
Cedar Fence Posts
Screen Doors, Red and
comes back, by husband says. You THE MOTOR MAO.
concert and was given to raise money
see I tried to prepare him for paying
Transcontinental parties are getting
ford 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
the bill for my new hat by talking the habit of coming through Santa for the city plans movement which is
about the grape jelly I had made, but Fe and certainly nothing could be a under the direction of tne chamber of
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
he seemed to forget all about the better advertisement for the town. commerce. Since the capacity of
was
rooms
names
limited
the
fifty
only
cents
I had spent for grapes and This week two parties came through,
fifty
ODS, Electricity plays a most impowere put cn the subscription list.
dol- one from Augusta, Maine, on their
only remembered the twenty-fiv- e
rtant part. The grandfather would
The rooms at tlie Renehan home
lars I wanted for the hat. Men are way to the Pacific coast and the other
well
are
an
and
suited
for
such
so unappreciatlve, aren't they?"
large
from California eastward bound.
be amazed at the radiance of the
entertainment.
The guests had the
pring me my helmet.
Two machines started on their way
of
ern
Hell mit vat?
hearing the musicale
why ail this light? To
to Taos this
In the party advantage
in a concert hall and at the same time
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Hell mit de helmet, I tell you to were Mr. and morning.
Mrs. T. Z.
Mr.
make the home more homelike to make
looking at the beautiful
pring me my helmet hat, and for why and Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Winter,
Mrs. I. B. enjoyed
rooms
and
rare
Mr.
that
do
paintings
you don't
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
it, vat?
Hanna, J. H. Walker and Douglas Renehan has collected.
Mr. and Mrs.
som- Walker.
Helmets, hats,
chapeaux,
They expected to make Taos Renehan are both the best of hosts
for father, mother and children. Good light
breros, bonnets, anything in the shape this afternoon
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
and remain there until and their
offered a rare
of millinery appeals to Santa Fe after the
hospitality
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
feast of Sail Geronimo
CERRILLOS LUMP
SAWED WOOD
women these brisk fall days. Even
opportunity to all music lovers.
desired.
STEAM COAL
The program was as follows:
CORD WOOD
give up his summer straw for fear
R. H. Hanna is the happy Piano solo Nocturne in D
Judge
it, will take cold one of these
flat
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
frosty (now) owner of a new Overland car.
nights.
Chopin ....Mrs. Robt. Zimmerman
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Hats of every known style and de- - In spite of his judicial temperament Vocal solo Thy Sentinel am I....
finds
he
he
cannot
that
overrule
the
Hall
uuripuun seem iasnionable tins sea- motion
when the car makes a big Vocal solo As The Llewellyn
son. In fact you may just as well
Dawn Cantor
use a little common sense instead of swerve and hits the nearest telegraph
Miss Abrahamson
so much other kinds of cents, put a post.
Piano solo Wedding March . . . Grieg
new twist in last season's bonnet and
Mrs. Zimmerman
Judge Parker is another prospecbe in just as good style as ever. The tive buyer and is enjoying the good Recitation
.
T. A. Hall
only trouble about using common points in several machines just now. Piano solo
Successor to
sense is that it is so unfashionable.
Howard Waha and G. S. Starka Gondoliere
Nevin
You hear that the large, flat style weather made the
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
b To a Wild Rose
to AlbuquerMcDowell
OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
trip
of hat is the one to be worn this que yesterday in a little over three
Miss Brown
IENT as to touch the button and
FIRST-CLAS- S
winter and after you have almost hours. They were driving a Brush Vocal solo Armors Song from Robin-hooLIVERY RIGS.
decided on one of those there emerges car.
R. H. Ormsby
your stove is ready to cook your
from the next band box an old fashPiano solo RosBignol
Liszt
Also First-Clas- s
Busses
and
Hacks,
ioned, close fitting bonnet with a high
iron ready to use, your toasted
Baggage Wagons
Chorus Estudiantina
box crown.
WASHINGTON NEWS
Choir
Episcopal
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
for
ready
The following clipping from Town
In one of the local milliner shops
310 San Fracisco St,
Phone Main 139
Mrs. E. F. Coard, Mrs. D. G. Kirk- R.
um
I saw a smoke gray velvet
cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
hat, large Topics evidently refers to Jouett patrick, Mrs. Llewellyn Hall, Miss
SANTA FE, N. M.
and droopy and flat, but raised high Adair Fall and predicts a gay winter Abrahamson, Llewellyn Hall, A. S. K.
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatabove the face by a bandeau, and for her in Washington.
The Falls Kirkpatrick, R. H. Ormsby. Miss
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
trimmed underneath the brim with cordial hospitality is well known and Brown accompanist.
their
for
home
is sure to be one of the
several smoke gray feathers. Beside
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
it was a small blue beaver with most popular in political circles this
Estimates and full infor'Continued n Page Three)
day and
WOODY
STAGE
a nign crown and a primrose-coloreseason.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
cheeer
mation
fully given.
wing on the very top of the crown.
There will be a perceptible deFrom
It looked like an aviator's trade- crease in the debutantes
to be introLa Salle Restaurant
mark. Also there are big floppy hats, duced in Washington next season,
BARRANCA TO TAOS
S. G. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
in two or three separate
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
layers, less than half the number that graced
Meets Both North South made
that look like a bunch of enlarged the drawing rooms of last year. Mr3
A Number of
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
pancakes that just lit on someone's Richardson Clover has not decided
Thoroughbred Cockerels
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of head.
Tiro Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
whether to present her second daughtFor sale at
The ostrich feather ruche on the er, or to tarry on the Pacific coast
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
to $3.00 .
$1.50
Taos at 7 p. m.
very edge of the brim, that was the another winter. Beatrice Clover is
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
Short Orders at All Hoars.
Ten miles shorter than any other last gasp in fashion this summer, is somewhat fragile and was quite ill
way. Good covereo hacks and good still "good,'' I believe. I saw one last spring. There are a few girls
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams.
$3.00 to $5.00
Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams big, wavy black hat this week trimmed from the senatorial set who may be
(Trench Noodle Order fOc. a dtsa,
furnished commereal men to take In with this black ruche effect on the introduced, but they are mostly from
A. Wfieelon
Mew York Chop Susy 600. the
surrounding towns. Wire E'.nbude outline of the brim and decorated on the west and socially unimportant.
PHONE 204 J
top and beneath the brim with pink Miss Adair Fall, daughter of the jurist
roses. It was awfully good
looking of the southwest, is among the most
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
Rooms With Bath
and the price was good looking, too, interesting. Miss Fall Is a .college-bre- d
to the milliner.
girl and some friends who met
One fashion writer tells that she her at Long Beach, Cal., this summer
stood beside one woman in Paris who say she is a fearless horsewoman,
MURALTER
paid two hundred dollars for an ai- plays bridge with a dash and will ungrettea straight stiff little bunch of doubtedly make things hum. Her
feathers. It was a good thing that parents both possess fortunes and
some one stood beside that woman she has money of her own. Miss Sal-li- e
for she was certainly beside herself.
Williams, daughter of the MissisDenver Hotel.
This is something: new for
One good thing about such prices is sippi senator, John Sharp Williams,
that very few women are silly enough will make her bow, and she will get
rooms
$2.50 and $3.00 per
to buy such aigrettes. Every aigrette ail the attention she craves. She is
that is sold means the starvation of pretty and accomplished, having takOn Sale Daily, Until
Will clean,
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
numberless baby birds.
en her diploma from the famous semi
and you will be pleased. New Fire
Which reminds me of the story of nary at Staunton, Va. Miss GeneSept. 30, 1912.
vieve Clark, daughter of the speaker,
the woman who said:
batb..
Proof Annex, every room
"I'll have to send this hat back. will not make her debut this year,
The bird on It hasn't a bill."
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
reasonable prices
."Don't bother, my dear," said her
husband, sweetly, "it was probably
his work.
will
HOW'S THIS?
CHICAGO,
$50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
sent to my office."
We offer One Hundred Dollars ReNEW Y0RK,$79.35 ST. LOUS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
for Ladies'
Orders
"Colored hats? Step right down ward for any case of Catarrh that canto the next department, please. This not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
department is reserved for our white
customers.'
WITH THE
Made Suits, Overcoats,
We, the undersigned, have known
Colored hats are "out," says Lady f. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
on the 8th day of October, 1912.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
or Riding
as witnesses:
names
Modish, and a marked feature of the believe him perfectly honorable in all
Claimant
of
the
Interior,
Department
season is the return to the black business transactions and financially
Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
Office at Santa Fe,
Eulogio
Land
S.
V.
chapeau also the pastel shades in able to carry out any obligations
Thirty years of experience in
New Mexico, Aug. 30, 1912. Jose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.;
C A I 1 PHD MI A Co'D viaEI Pasoand Southern Pacific and returoinf soft
felt are much w6rn. The next wade by his firm.
Feliberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.;
of
seme
the
NOTICE
is hereby given that
largest
'same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
tailoring: in
fashion article says that the gayest NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
N.
M..
who, Luciano Ortega. Lamy, N. M.
Sandov.il, of Lamy,
and giddiest colors are smartest, just
cities in Europe and America.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
Toledo, O.
ou
8, 1906, made Homestead
March
now primrose, brick red, brilliant
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internRegister.
NW
Section
for
No.
9011,
Entry
purple and Irish green; anything that ally, acting directly upon the blood
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M
101 Washington Avenue.
if startling.
"Garden of Allah" is and mucous surfaces of the system.
It will not pay you to waste your
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenFor further Information address Eugene Fox, 3en'I' Pasquite the newest shade, however. Off' Testimonials
sent free. Price 75
time writing out your legal forma
to
Five-yees
to
make
tion
proof,
the stage this means plain sand cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugPhone Black 223.
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso. Tras, or
tablish claim to the land above de- when you can get them already print
color and will no doubt be much worn gists.
H. A. COOLER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M
scribed, before Register or Receiver, ed at the New Mexican printing
in New Mexico this autumn.
Take Hall's Family PHls for cor- - Goods Called for and Delivered.
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., Company.
The color of the season will be tlpation.
v t
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Flour Hay, drain, Potatoes and Salt.

Why Import Mineral Water

?

post-car-

LEO HERSCH

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger

.

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

n

White
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
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wiak Wood
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POW

THE STAR BARN
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Charles

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

JULIUS

THE ALBANY HOTEL

The Tailor

a

with bath,

Larger

press repair
or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at
and
guarantee
taken

with bath,

with

and Gents' Custom

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
tLirUIluA
$46.90

Skirts

Suits.

Su-san- o

1--

$55.90
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Saturday, Sept.

Mrs. K. S. Hall, Mrs. J. A. Goutchey,
Miss Lavert and Miss Florence Spitz.
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I
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Extra Special

('

WEDDING INVITATIONS
Cards have

FOR NEXT WEEK!
All of Our Ladies'

The Mothers' club met last Monday

been

received

this
of

to
in

last
Santa Fe for several months
winter in connection with the Indian
school affairs and made many friends
here who were both surprised and
pleased to hear of his marriage. Miss
George is a popular society girl of
Los Angeles. The wedding ceremony
took place at her home the 15th of
September.
Another wedding which will be of
interest to Santa Feans is that of
Lena Griffith of Socorro, to John
Merriwether. The wedding
Davis
will take place the sixteenth of Oc-- i
tober at the Epiphany church, in So-- !
corro, and the At Home cards are
dated December first, Socorro, New

and Misses'

COATS and SUIT5

'

Values up to $16.75
REDUCED TO

Mexico.
Miss Griffith has visited in Santa
Fe many times and is a very attrac-- i
tive and popular girl. Mr. Merri-- i
wether Is assistant state engineer and
has charge of the good roads end of
the office. Their friends here hope
that the duties of the office will bring
the Merriwethers to Santa Fe to live.

0.Z2
$1
Every Garment This Season's.

Speaking of wedding announce
ments and invitations reminds one of
engagements. I have heard such a
polite and easy way of putting it,
isn't itfor there's always the excuse to fall back upon of, oh, well,
it's so easy to hear things. Nevertheless I have heard that one of the
pretty school teachers is wearing a
solitaire diamond, and its on the left
hand and right finger too. And nh,
blushes very prettily when she tells
'about "father" giving it to her.
If you look carefully tomorrow you
will see a very dejected young man
pacing the streets. Yesterday lie
went to Lamy, and brought back a
big package of glooms, and they have
been with him ever since. He didn't
take the glooms down with him; r.o
indeed, he took her down to Lamy and
put her on the eastbound train. And
he says that the composer who in
vented Distance makes the heart
grow fonder" didn't know anything
ubout it.

afternoon at the high school building,
Mrs. J. W. Mayes presiding.
Professor J. 11. Wanner fcuve an excellent talk before the club, telling
of the ways in which the parents
i could
help the teachers in improving
conditions in the school room. All the
members present were impressed with
his earnest talk and realized that the
Santa Fe schools were fortunate to be
under the charge of so efficient a superintendent. The success of the first
school month is no doubt due to
Professor Wagner, who has combined
aK forces harmoniously for the betterment of the schools.
After Professor Wagner's talk several committee reports were made and
the election of officers took place.
Mrs. Lorin C. Collins was elected
president, Mrs. James A. Rolls,
and Mrs. Addison Hall, secretary. The club is particularly for
tunate in the selection of its new offleers, who will no doubt carrv on and
enlarge upon the plans so ably begun
by the
president, Airs. J. W.
Mayes. The club has only been in ex-istence since January but has already
taken an important place in civic mat-ter-

HREC

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
V, S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Sept. 20, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 20, 1907, made Homestead
for Lots
application, No.
1 and 2, Section C and Lot 4, Section
5, Township JG N., Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenr
tion to make
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
or the Sth day of November, 1912.
as witnesses:'
Claimnnt names
Kmilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tin- o
Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTER,
Register.

THE MOTHERS' CLUB

.onctnued From Page 2.)

week announcing the marriage
Louise George of Los Angeles,
Melvin A. Dorr. Mr. Dorr was

NOTICE

.

04732-1191-

five-yea-

RING THE CHILDREN here for

Our Children's Shoe
Department is our particular

Shoes.

care. Here the growing feet are ex
pertly fitted to thoroughly comfortable
shoes of the very best quality, and they
are priced with moderation. Come and

t,

-

W look

Save Your Orders
j

at our

J

at

The Novelty Shop,
Lad-der- s,

SPECIALS

Of the new officers, Mrs. James AJ
Rolls is a well known resident of,

RHODES

For Fruit Ladders, Step
Common Ladders, Ironing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all

out-goin- g

1

FOR

Kinds of Repair Work.

they mean real economy. Better values
than can be obtained elsewhere.

104 Galisteo

,

Street

Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
Santa Fe and her ability and energy
All work guaranteed first class.
have been proved long before this.
Mrs. Hall has been an efficient and acGun Metal, Box
tive member in several organizations
since her arrival in Santa Fe and has
Calf, Vici Kid,
many new ideas for the development I,
Kid or Russian Calf for Boys and
of the club. In Mrs. Collins the Moth-- j
ers' club has a president whose long
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.
Shoes in ButQirls. Well made, foot-form- ed
service in the club realm fits her in
every way for the organization and
A
ton or Blucher style.
size for every foot !
promotion of the duties connected;
with the office. Mrs. Collins was a
prominent club woman in Chicago,
where she worked with such women
as Jane Addams and Julia Lathrop on
"All Go ids at Right Prices"
According to Size.
club and state charity boards. She
was chairman of the social commit-- ;
IS THE MOTTO OF
tee of the Woman's club of Chicago,
for two years, an organization num-- i
bering at the time nine hundred mem-hers. The following year she was
For young feet. Splendid
We see the demand for strictly first class made to measure tailoring
together
elected
of the club and
at reasonable prices and we are there for we are going to give the
was called upon to assume the duties;
correct
The
with
splendid shoemaking.
of president since the president was
people of Santa Fe an opportunity to buy their clothing at low prices
!
Shoes for growing feet
ill during almost the entire year. Soon
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.
by offering one of our
after this Judge Collins was made as- -'
sociate justice in Panama and Mrs.
309 San Francisco
THE CLUBWOMAN
The above are only a few of the good things in CHILCollins accompanied him to the canal'
That Women's club today means an zone. There
DREN'S FOOTWEAR. We'de be pleased to have you test
she found the Woman's
inspiration and incentive to their club, which had been started
our splendid SHOES.
the
by
members, is again proven by a small
under the direction of
incident connected with the local or- - government
Miss Helen Boswell. had lost interRosweII,N.M.
ganization. Last winter the Scribblers est as soon as Miss Boswell returned
club was organized and the members to
the states. Under the leadership
were reauired io write
unnn of Mrs.
Pecos Valley
Collins as
1
seme type of composition, such as nar-- I Cristobal Woman's president of the
club one year and
rative, descriptive, etc., each week, the following year as
FAIR & PRODUCT
president of the
be-- ;
The
Scribblers
were
modest
or Overcoats
very
entire federation, interest in the club
you have been
and
ginners
usually wrote under some was revived and the work carried onj
$40 or $50 for we will sell you
pen name so that their exercises might as a
club. Santa Fe
be more readily discussed. A descrip-- j has large department
need of just such progres- Fe
Oct. 1st to 4th, 1912
are
tion of a Navajo blanket, limited to sive great
obligations week from a two weeks' vacation
and capable women and the to high school of underschool
Mrs.
in
Mr.
the
the
one hundred w. rds, was read at one Mother's
Las Vegas with
and
board, spent
club will
meet Mr. Josepresident
D. Sena, for a fine unabridg- - Will Hurt.
meeting and highly praised by every-- i with success with undoubtedly
Mrs.
Collins
as
ed Spanish dictionary.
This book
one present. This encouraged the
For the round trip from Santa Fe M M.
is appreciated very much by the class
author to such an extent that she put president.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Gerdes are exOne first class fare for the round
as they have heretofore been obliged pected home the first of the week.
the description into verse and sent it
from all points n New Mex
trip
to consult merely the vocabularies They have had a very enjoyable soThis absolutely saves you the middleman's profit. Only by getting
to a magazine. In the October
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES
ico to Roswell and return.
in their texts to find the meaning of
ber of Sunset the following poem by
a great many orders in and working to our capacity can we afford
Dates of sale, Sept. 29, 30, Oct.
(Contributed by the Juniors)
journ along California beaches for the
the words.
Clara Mitchell Wood is published and
1 and 2.
ATHLETICS.
Return limit October 7,
to do this.
past month.
The school board have ordered
Santa Fe High school expects to
the Scribblers are extending congratu- 1912.
We have no shelf goods to work off, no old style fabrics but absohave two fine basket ball teams this Superintendent Wagner to purchase a
lations to a fellow Scribbler.
Miss Helen Zane left this afternoon
II s. LUTZ, Agent
Santa Fe, N. M
lutely now cloths that were personally selected by the Capital Tailor.
to
year as Captain Dorothy Saffoijd of few smaller Spanish dictionaries
A NAVAJO BLANKET.
for her home in Philadelphia. She
one.
the
Here is your opportunity to get a first class garment, cut and fit to
the
team has had a good turn- supplement
larger
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
"Against a dark gray sky a jagged out Girls'
of fifteen girls each evening for
The report cards will go out for thej Harry H. Dorman during the summer
your measure at prices less than you can buy ready mades. Help
streak of white
the: past week and Captain Wallace high school as well as the lower
home in Pennsylvania.
your own home industries by patronizing your Viome merchants.
And in the distance mountain ranges Fiske of
the Boys' team has also had grades every six weeks instead of months.
low;
a good attendance. With Professor every four weeks. The high school is
The Reverend Leonidas Smith made
A cactus plant with upward reaching
Fletcher Catron spent Tuesday and
to these
Lougee as coach the teams are mak- eagerly looking forward
a flying trip to Raton Wednesday, rearms and light
ing great headway and practice has cards. Most of the students are Wednesday here en route from CaliOf stars that make the candelabra started in earnest.
to Chicago. He will enter his turning to Santa Fe Thursday. The
working hard on their lessons ar?d it fornia
glow.
The school board has at last con- is hoped that their efforts will be senior year in the University of Chi- trip was via steam engine, however;
he did not fly over in an aeroplane.
sented to fix up the tennis courts. rewarded with good grades on the cago this fall.
"A row of tents; a stately graceful and the students of the high school cards.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
J. H. Sharp, the well known artist
next
palm;
expect to start playing by
The school board is contemplating
week.
Fantastic shadows strange and odd.
Sealed proposals will be received
extensive improvements who spends his summer in Taos paintquite
making
A woman's handicraft;
her soul's Foot ball is quite popular, too, on the old Fort Marcy building. ing the Indians, will be in Santa Fe by the County Commissioners of
East Side of Plaza,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
among the smaller boys of the high When these changes are mado the the middle of next month on his way Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
mute psalm;
school; Prof. Lougee also attempts to rooms will be nicely fitted up tor to the coast. Mr. Sharp's friends hope twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8tU
An Imitation of the works of God."
coach the foot ball. team.
school purposes and perhaps ooine that he may exhibit his summer's day 0I October, 1912, for furnishing
THE SYMPOSIUM CLUB.
The Wallace club met this afterof it will be used for the boys' and work here.
all materials for one bridge to be built
A
orliterary society has just been
noon with Miss Ruth Laughlin. The
feirls' gymnasium.
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
In The District Court of Santa Fe
Clinton J. Crandall, Jr., left
0f Galisteo, New Mexico,
call was answered with, current ganized among the students of the
SIIRANi LLS roll
CHICHESTEB
County, State of New Mexico.
high school and has chosen as its
South Dakota,
for
events
Mrs.
a
which
Pierre,
Mera
after
nesday
tne
gave
materlal and work shall De
A1,
Independent Steel and Wire company
The (N AND OUT OF T0WN.I where Mr. Crandall, Sr., has charge of
name, "The Symposium Club. '
reading for Disraeli. Besides the officers elected
and done la accordance
furni8ned
and Pittsburg Trust
bondcompany.
Mira
were
as
follows:
G. W. Smith, representing
a large government Indian school,
members of the club those present iam
Uxm, sMlt,l with Uluo Ribbon.
d BDecifications made by
f
jth ,
Plaintiffs, v. New Mexico Central
a
Helen
few
from
Cartw'right,
spent
president;
Denver,
company
ing
ir
tvere Mrs. Kegle, Mrs, Hugh K. Gilthe Midland Bridge company of KanRailroad company, et al., Defendvice
Elmer
with
week
in
this
the
president;
Winter,
Friday,
city
days
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter sas
mour, Mrs. Allan Woodford, Miss Barants. Consolidated cause No. 6566.
years known as Best. Shiest. Ai,m, c.u
City, Missouri, on file in the office
secretary; and Wallace Fiske, treas- friends.
have moved into their new home in of the
ton, Miss Mueller, Miss Carroll and urer. On the executive
S010 BV CRIlfiOISIS EVERYWHERE
To whom it may concern, especially
County Clerk at Santa Fe,
committee
Miss March.
Hollywood this week and are very where they may be seen and examinthe creditors of the defendant railroad
are Anna Dorman, Frank Cunningham,
O.
and
Warren
Mrs.
Their
v.'ith
K
Miss
much pleased
the place.
Laut,
The Altar Guild held its regular Esther
ed.
company, and all parties interested
Pollard, Phyllis Mayne and
NOTICE.
meeting with Mrs. Lorin C. Collins Edward Cartwright. The club plans Miss Anita Bergere returned yester- address is 5852 Harold Way, Hollytherein.
Each bid must be accompanied by
from a delightful trip to the pue- wood, which is one of the prettiest suNotice is hereby given that the un- Tuesday afternoon. It was decided to hold
twice a month. day
In pursuance of an order of Court
its
a
certified check in the sum of ten
meetings
blo
Taos.
of
of
Los
was
burbs
on the third day of that the Guild should have a gypsy
Angeles.
made in the above entitled cause, on dersigned
THE PLAY GROUNDS.
cent of the amount of bid.
per
1912, appointed
hv th corner at the annual bazaar held by
This year the school board has
the 12th day of September, 1912, no- September,
Parties
Hon. Probate Court of the
Packdesiring so to do, may also
Miss
and
Miss
Packer
Ramona
Mrs.
Baca
and
Shirley
the
in
ladies
of
of
the
church
December.
daughters,
County
tice is hereby given that there was Santa Fe, administrator
purchased a complete play ground apand prices of their own,
submit
in
Santa
are
of
plans
Fe
in
this
Santa
er,
of
Boston,
arrived
expected
and
the estate After the business meeting a cup of paratus which provides a small
Anita,
filed in the office of the Clerk of the or
Fe the middle of October. They have and the Board of Commissioners rea
Miguel
deceased.
for
here
Oritz,
and
remain
will
week
was
Mrs.
served
tea'
Collins.
of
amusement
by
the
Santa
and
the
within
for
for
Court
District
made many visits here and have num- - serves the right to reject any and
All persons having claims
The Saturday club held its weekly dignified seniors; a couple of swings month or so.
Fe County on the 12th day of Sepagainst
erous
friends here who will be glad to all bids or to accept any bid mado
the
said
estate
C.
E.
must
this
afternoon
Mrs.
with
for the little Freshies and a
present the same meeting
tember, 1912, a fourth account and to
that in their judgment is for the best
the
welcome
them again.
little
Mr.
Zook
and
Mrs.
and
daughundersigned administrator, and Abbott. Mrs. Zimmerman was the only
for the
report, being an itemized account of
interest of Santa Fe County, New
ter, Katherine, left for the east this
all moneys received from the opera- also all the persons indebted to the! guest besides the members of the
Mexico.
to
will
K.
return
estate
Stauffer
must
John
a
will
settle
where
their
club.
are
spend
afternoon,
railroad
and
all
said
from
other
The
Seniors
they
of
by
accounts,
tion
conspicuous
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Santa Fe next week after a pleasant
sources and of all disbursements within the time prescribed by law. , Mrs. Carl A. Bishop was hostess their absence in the oratorical con-- month or more.
Chairman,
extended
all
vacation
that
DANIEL
C. ORTIZ,
trip
this afternoon to the members of the test.
thej
made, by the undersigned receiver,
Administrator. Thirteen club, Mrs. T. A. McCarthy,
The Spanish classes of the Santa1 Mrs. Maud -. Hurt returned this way from California to his formerj Attest: M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
from January 1, 1912, to June 30,
1912, both inclusive; that the undersigned receiver will, on the 12th day
of October, 1912, or as soon thereafter
as counsel may be heard, at the Court
House in the City of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, Bk the court to approve said
account and report, and that exceptions to the approval of said account
and report, if the same are to be heard
by the court, shall be in writing, and
specify the particular item or items
in said account or report to which
objections is made, and be filed with
the Clerk of the District Court wherein
said cause is pending, on or before
the 7th day of October, 1912.
CHARLES C. MURRAY,
Receiver, New Mexico Central Railroad Company.
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FASHIONS ALTER. OLD AND NEW. BUT WHAT DOES IT MATTER IF HEARTS ARE TRUE?"

Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has used
Foley's Honey and Tar- Compound for
years, and says she always recommends it to her friends. "It never
fails to cure our coughs and colds
and prevents croup. We have five
children and always give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
and they are all soon well. We would
not be without it in our house." For
sale by all druggists.

Jr.

Cross

Yale-Hol- y

PORTING

d-Maine

at New Haven;
at Princeton;

ORANGEMEN

IN IRELAND

at Cambridge;
at Philadelphia;

at Ithaca;

Penna-Gettysbur- g

Cornell-Colgat-

Dartmouth-Bate-

(Continued from Page One.)

e

s

at gallery. The great congregation was
Hanover; Carlisle-Dickinsoat Amherst; unable to restrain itself as noteworCarlisle; Amherst-Tuft- s
t
Syracuse-Hobarat Syracuse.
thy guests came into the hall.
Among the first was Lord Charles
SPORT BRIEFS.
Beresford, who was greeted with a
Da- loud cheer. Captain James Craig, the
South
Minneapolis, Sept. 2i
kota led Minnesota 3 to 0 at the end Unionist member for East Down, reof the first half of the foot ball game minded the audience that the service
was a religious one and said Sir Edtoday.
ward Carson wished it to be looked
Colgate 13, Cornell 7.
35,
Pennsylvania upon as such in the real sense of the
Pennsylvania
JOE WOOD, RED SOX WONDER PITCHER, IS
word.
State 0.
When Sir Edward Carson and
Dartmouth 2G, Bates 0.
BETTER THAN MATHEWSON: AND RAV
Frederick E. Smith arrived, however,
COLLINS. OF BOSTON. IS ONE OF THE
the people, forgetful of the appeal
STAND that
had been made, again broke into
LEFT-HANDERS.
GAME'S GREATEST
cheers, which continued as the two
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
leaders proceeded to the platform be'
Won lost Pet. hind the Orange flag of the battle of
44
.695 the Boyne,
. .100
New York
BY HUGH A. JENNINGS.
presented to Sir Edward
Tesreau was a Tiger for about five
55
.618 Carson in such a dramatic manner
. .89
Chicago
Jeff
Sox
Red
and
the
of
O'Brien
Buck
.614 last evenin;;.
56
Manager of the Detroit American
..89
Pittsburg
minutes before we learned he belong74
.497
73
League Team.
Cincinnati
The servi- e opened with the hymn,
ed to some one else. He was a bI-75
.479 "O
Philadelphia. . .. ....69
God, our help in Ages Past," after
Granting that McGraw la a greater
boy then, with lots of speed and little
S8
.401 which a Blurt
. .59
St. Louis
He will give
prayer was offered and
leader than Stahl, which gives the
pitching knowledge.
.379
90
55
Brooklyn
made to the Almighty to
an
appeal
the
before
an
Giants
.322
99
advantage
4"
Boston
"stretch foith Thy arms and help us
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
world's series starts the advantage
in this time ;.f national danger."
Won Lost Pet.
of confidence in their leader let m
The first Ksson was taken from
45
.692
Boston
....101
"We have a strong
XXVI,
Issiah
consider the pitching staffs.
.603
58
.88
Washington
etc.
city,"
teams
The pitching strength of the
60
.586
85
Philadelphia
The Rev. W. McLean's sermon
.497
74
73
is about equal, with any possible adChicago
roused the congregation to another
76
.483
71
Cleveland
vantage in favor of the Boston Red
of cheering which was sup.462 burst
79
68
Detroit
from the pulpit. Dr. McLean
Sox. Much will depend upon the way
pressed
.340
97
. .50
St. Louis
declared the Irish question at bottom
the rival leaders work their pitchers.
.337
96
49
York
New
was a war against Protestantism and
I do not believe any man will work
WESTERN LEAGUE.
an
in mpre than two g;imes in the series
attempt to establish Roman CathoWon Ixist Pet.
lic
unless there is another rainy period
ascendancy in Ireland and to be.606
63
..97
Denver
emsuch as dragged out last year's series
.575 gin the integration of the British
68
92
jOniuha
between the Athletics and New York,
by securing a second parliament
pire
.558
72
91
St. Joseph
in which case one pitcher on each
.501 in Dublin. Ulstermen were ready, he
81
80
Lincoln
team may work in three games.
79
.500 said, to accept almost any program of
79
iDes Moines
social and political reform, but they
Joe Wood, the Boston marvel, and
.471
82
..73
....
..
Sioux City
would not have home rule.
Mathewson, the wonder of
Christy
S6
.466
..75
Wichita
The service concluded with the
the ' National league, will open the
.317
...51 107
Tcpeka
series. Joe Wood, with his smoky
singing of the national anthem.
The scene around Ulster hall when
speed, I consider a greater pitcher
PLAY. Sir Edward Carson proceeded to sign
than Christy Mathewson. No, Matty
ADHERE
is not getting too old! Wood is simthe covenart was a remarkable one.
The approach to the hall was lined by
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
ply a better pitcher.
When these men meet, as they will,
Boston at New York; two games. a bodyguard of men wearing sashes
the younger Wood will outpitcli thi
Brooklyn; two and armlets and carrying wooden
Philadelphia at
staves. Other men were posted about
veteran Mathewson. Great as he is,
games.
Cincinnati at Chicago; two games. the grounds of the hall much as if
Matty will meet his master In the Boston speed marvel.
St. Louis at Pittsburg.
they expected an attack from the na1
JOE WOOD.
LEAGUE.
AMERICAN
tionalists, who however, thus far,
The second game will undoubtedly
two stood by ub much pleased with the
at Philadelphia;
New York
be a battle between the southpaws
The third duel, in my opinion, will
display as the Ulster-megames.
Marquard of the Giants and Collins be between two spitball pitchers
themselves.
Boston at Washington.
of the Red Sox. These men, going
Tesreau of the Giants. This will be
In the center of the marble-pillareChicago at St. Louis; two games.
tight, are nearly equal. Marquard
a
Cleveland.
will
be
battle
in
vestibule of the hall stood a
at
that
it
Detroit
has received far more publicity than interesting
it
table covered with crimson and drapCollins and his picture has appeared between two stars who make the spit-te- r
ed with the union jack while in the
more times in the papers. His 13
GAMES.
JEFF TESREAU.
their chief strength.
corridors were long lines of wooden
Tesreau is in the spot light. He
straight games brought him into the
is a product
desks where copies of the covenant
NATIONAL.
limelight also, but in the meantime has been coming along all season the Red Sox a battle. He
had been placed for signatures.
McGraw
and
Robinson's
of
has
been
Collins
H.E.
coaching.
R.
alons
now
is
Ray
going
and right
At Pittsburg
doing the best work
Unbounded enthusiasm was shown
10 1
winning games consistently, without of any of the New York pitchers.
If another set of men are needed, St. Louis
so much of a splurge, and we of the
6 1 when, afti r Sir Edward Carson, came
2
O'Brien did not reach the high the managers will call upon Leon Pittsburg
the moderator of
Lord
American league who have had to face standard expected of him early this
Batteries: Burke and Wingo; Cam-nit- the Londonderry,
high-clas- s
the bishops
church,
Presbyterian
him know that he is one of the great- season. He had been recommended Ames and Hugh Bedient, both
Gibson.
Adams and
est
of the game. Prob- very highly and had a tremendous
R.H. E. of the diocese and ministers of varipitchers. The series this year
At Brooklyn (1st game)
4 5 0 ous denominations intermingled with
ably no left hander in the American task to make good. However, he has will be peculiar, inasmuch as two Brooklyn
0 r' 2 Unionist members of parliament."
league unless it is Eddie Plank, i3 shown high class of late and now is smoke men, two southpaws and two Philadelphia.. ..
his equal.
at his best.
Many women signed a declaration
Batteries: Rucker and Miller; Rix-ey- ,
spitballers will face each other.
associating themselves with the men
Marshall and Killifer.
U
R. H. E. of Ulster in "uncompromising opposiAt Brooklyn (2nd game)
2 tion to the home rule bill.?!
took sharp issue with President Mur7
5
. ;..
Philadelphia.
CHANCE TO LEAVE
4
5 4
phy, referring to the records to show Brooklyn., ..
After the leaders had signed, the
that Chicago had finished ahead in Batteries: Moore and Killifer; Curtis, hall was temporarily closed, to be opthe
of
one,
but
1904,
since
every year
and Erwin.
ened later on for the rank and file.
THE CHICAGO CUBS Pittsburg club, pointed out by Murphy Knetzer
At New York (1st game) R. H. E. Some of these marched to the hall in
3
1
as a success through the total ab- New York
a body while others came singly. A
SANTA FE BAND TO PLAY
2 6 1
stinence imposed on its players.
Boston
pathetic incident was the arrival of
AT BALL GAME TOMORROW. PRESIDENT MURPHY IN STATEMENT SAYS
what
seen
can
be
that
"It
recently
Batteries: Tesreau ana Aieyeis, Sir William Ewart, who took part in
was said following the Pittsburg Hess and Rariden.
The Santa Fe base ball "bugs' tothe convention of 1892. As he is
NO
MANAGER
RETIRES VOLUNTARILY
club's rule regarding players keeping
New York (2nd game) R. H. E. blind, he was led up to the table to
At
morrow afternoon will be given the
In physical condition, could not have New York
6 H 2
BOOZE GOES AFTER THIS EITHER
sign. Each man who signed was givtreat of the season; besides the base
been aimed at Manager Chance, said
6 11 3 en a souvenir of the occasion in the
ball game between the White Sox
"whose
President Murphy's statement,
Donnelly, form of a miniature copy of the coveGauilat and Hartley;
and the Salmon Grays, the Santa Fe
services will be ended this year by McTigue and Gonzales. Called end nant, to which also his signature was
beto
band has been engaged
play
X
New York, N. Y., Sept. 28. "It
his own decision. I simply want to 7th account darkness.
attached.
fore and during the game, and need- X is
to Murphy to say whether I X start his successor in under the
R. H. E.
up
At Chicago
In the course of the day, Sir Ed(1st game)
less to say the concert will be imSS
club
has
next
shall manage the Cubs
year
12 10 0 ward Carson received
:
plan which the Pittsburg
Cincinnati
many messages
will
be
The
game
mensely enjoyed.
X or not," declared Frank Chance X found' successful.''
6
1 10
Chicago
conveyed by dispatch riders and the
tfce fastest of the season as
both X
blows
caused
St
Severe
by
this
here
headaches,
before
leaving
just
Works and Severoid; Laudermilk signal corps from all parts of the
teams are made up of fast local playon the head from pitched balls, have
"He must,
and
Heckinger.
province of Ulster, informing him of
ers who are well known in the local S afternoon for Chicago.
for
the
on
bench
the
either tender me a con- S- kept Chance
account of rain. the progress that was being made.
in
sevent,
(Called
diamond. The White Sox team is kit however,
tract as manager or give me my $i last two seasons, practically all the Second game postponed.)
A message from the Lord Primate
composed of young players, some of Si absolute release."
X time.
was received and publicly read. It
school
and the others
them still in
Chance came to the Chicago team
AMERICAN.
said: "May God give you strength
just out. The players are all young,
as a player in 1894 and in 1905 suc- and
wisdom to guide aright Ireland's
it is true, but this year they have
man
as
Frank Sellee
R. II. E. faithful sons in trying to save our beChicago, Sept. 28. Charles W. Mur- -' ceeded the late
At St. Louis
been playing a class of ball which
or his manathe
period
During
ager.
5 10 5 loved national land from degradation,
has won for them a multitude of ad-- j pby, president of the Chicago National
Chance brought two world's St. Louis
2
4 10
The League base ball club, today announc gership,
mirers with the local fans.
Chicago
penfour
and
league
championships
Hamilton and Alexander; White,
Grays team is composed mostly ed ed that Frank L. Chance, for several nants to the Cubs.
veterans with the exception of two years manager of the team, would
Johnson, Cicotte and Sullivan.
or three. All their players are well, not manage the Cubs next year.
FOOTBALL HOLDS
At Philadelphia (1st game) R. H. E.
M interested ana inouia Know
5 11 1
known in the local diamond as they
pDout the wonderful
That Chance decided August 15 to
Philadelphia
COLLEGE
ON
SWAV
l
MARVEL
Whirling Spray
4 1 4
have been playing for several years give up the leadership of the club
New York
new Vaa'nal Syrlna.
The
here. But they will have to play was one of the statements made by
GRIDIRONS NOW Brown and Egan; Warhop and
Best most convenient,
clcanses instantly.
some ball to beat Dan Ortiz' bunch President Murphy in announcing the
Sweeney.
of
your druggist for it.
Johnny retirement of the "peerless leader."
youngsters tomorrow,
At Philadelphia (2d game) R. H. E. Ask
New York, Sept. 28. Today's foothe cannot supply
8 1 If
4
President Murphy also hinted the
Marez, who has won fourteen straight
no ether?1
MARVEL,
on almost Philadelphia
2
7 2 but send stamp for illustrated
games for his team this season, will next manager of the Cubs would be ball card showed games
New York
It
in
full particu
gives
college gridiron
mi m
lars and directions ...valuable to ladles.
again be in the box tomorrow and a player, probably selected from every Important
Houck and Egan; Ford and Sweeseason
its
Carlisle
east.
23d Street. New fork
East
the
began
U
CO.,
annex
HRa
his
fifteenth
the
of
to
straight among the members
present
expects
week ago and Cornell got into ac- ney.
R- H. E.
gi.me. He also has a great strike out tf am, since, according to the magnate, a
At Washington.
on Wednesday of this week, but
tion
3
9
2
record for the season. For the Grays "our greatest success has been atWashington
teams
the
including
for most of
big
WILLIAM FARAH
EMIL MIGNARDOT
Jim Lopez will be in the box and, as tained under a playing manager."
:
2 4 2
Boston
Pennsylvania,
stated in yesterday's paper, he exIn the president's announcement Harvard, Princeton,
and
Collins
and
Cashion
Williams;
was opening
pects to shut out the White Sox to- reference is made to a statement last and Dartmouth today
Carrigan, Thomas.
morrow. With two such good pitch-er- week in which he said that liquor day.
are
the
and
West Point
Annapolis
opposing each other, the game drinking had "cost the Cubs the penIT'S A MISTAKE.
demight develop into a pitchers' battle. nant.'' The publication of the state- only important elevens which will
next
week.
until
their
will
line
tomorrow
teams
interview
two
an
opening
lay
The
ment was followed by
Many people in a misguided effort
The schedule for today included:
from Chance, in which the manager
up as follow:
to get rid of kidney backache, rely on An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
LoGrays: Catcher, Ward; pitcher,
plasters, liniments and other
Lemp's Beer will kill your
pez; first base, L. Anderson: second
The right treatment is kidArze:
thirstJ
third
base,
D.
Anderson;
base;
ney treatment and a remarkably rec
A Ulass of California Wine will
left field.
short stop. Bill Parsons;
ommended
kidney medicine is Doan'6
Baca: center field. Gorman; right
put blood in your veins I
no
excepKidney Pills. Santa Fe is
A
field, P. Alarid; substitute, A. Durau.
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
MEN
CHOSEN tion.
YORK AND BOSTON
White Sox: catcher, Griego: pitch- NEW
will
make you forget your
door.
The
Is
at
The
very
your
proof
er, Marez; first base, J. Berardinelli;
I
troubles
an experience typical of
is
following
P.
third
base,
second base, Garcia;
FOGEL CHARGES THAT
in
Pills
Doan's
the
of
work
Kidney
e
Orders
Phone
Attended To Promptly
28.
Twenty-threCincinnati, Ohio, Sept.
Berardinelli; short stop, J. Alarid;
UMPIRES WERE UNFAIR. Santa Fe.
28.
S.
Horace
left field, J. Ortiz; center fielder, F.
New
the
Fogel,
Chicago, Sept.
players, representing
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos St.. SanOrtiz; right field, Baker; substitutes, York National League team and 22 president of the Philadelphia Nation- ta Fe, New Mex., says: "My faith in IMPORTED
fJfiAPSL
Gomez.
and
In
a signed Doan's
team.
Hampel
and DOMESTIC
Pills is just as etrojg
Club will battle al League baseball
of
Boston
Kidney.
the
League
fastbe
the
to
The game promises
statement issued today, charged that
as when I publicly recommend255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W.
est of the season and none of the lo- for the world's championship which the New York National League team today
ed them in 1902. I was caused much
cal fans should miss it. The admis begins in New York City on October was able to win the pennant this
for three
by backaches
sion price has been again set at the Sth.
season because it has been unduly fa- suffering
was- never laid off
I
and
years
though
e
The
cents.
twenty-fivlew Drice of
The eligible players, as announced vored by umpires.
from work, my back was so painful
game will start at three o'clock, but bv the National commission here to-Fogel does not charge the managers that it was all I could do to get around.
so
4 Horse Power
la as f0ii0ws:
of the New York team with corrupt- Doan's
try and be early on the grounds be- - ;d
Kidney Pills entirely relieved
you can hear the band concert
PRICE, $165.00
Kjjw york Xational League aub: ing umpires but states that it is his me and I tad no return attack of the
fore the game.
Crandall, belief that certain umpires favored the trouble for six months. At that time
Becker, Burnes,
With Imported Magneto.
Professor Ramirez of the Santa jAmes,
Fletcher. Groh, Hart- - New York club In the hope that if it my work brought on a recurrence of ASMotorOyde without a doubt with troublf
left at the factory.
- won the
band has promised to play bania
Mabe
would
McGraWi Marquard,
championship they
my trouble. I at once took Doan's
j Herzogf
McCormfck,
Mey- - assigned to the profitable work of um- Kidney Pills and they gave me relief.
popular UCICULiuiio, aim ttiiiv,,
Merkle,
jthewson,
many pieces played during the game,
championship A medicine that lives up to the claims
piring the world's
tne following
series. Fogel predicted the down-fal- l
Tesreau, Wilson, Wiltse.
for it like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deYou
Beautiful,6
Bear,' "Oh,
'Grizzly
of Tom Lynch as president of the Na- serves the strongest endorsement '
Club:
.
American
!.!
Boston
League
tv.,, it"
ujCol-- 1 t.onal league and spoke of Lynch as a
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Paloma," and many other popular Ball, Bedient, Bradley, Cady
said cents, Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo,
president.
Fogel
"figurehead"
Hall,
Gardner,
Uns,
Engle.
fail
Carrigan,
don't
So,
selections.
favorite
and
that suspensions were made against New York, sole agents for the United
Henriksen.
Krug.
Iwis,
Hooper,
the
at
be
to
game!
present
tomorrow
the Philadelphia team members by States.
root for your favorite team, and Nunamaker, O'Brien. Pape. Stahl, j some
to
LIGHT SILENT AND RULIABLK.
u" .
Remember the name Doan's and
power behind Lynch and not by
. konH onn.ert
Follow the Speaker, Thomas, Wagner, Wood,
t&ke
himself.
.
no
PASH
other.
BROS., Agt., Santa P
j
Lynch
Yerkes.
band to the college grounds.

at

Samuel Pate III Samuel Pats, the
little son of Samuel Pate, the mill
man, Is reported quite ill. He is under the care of a physician.
JACK JOHNSON WILL
Drew Juries Judge E. C. Abbott
GO TO AUSTRALIA.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 28. Jack John- has drawn the Juries for the Novemchampion, ber term, for Rio Arriba county.
son, world's heavyweight
last night announced that he was
anxiously awaiting the arrival in Chicago of W. C. J. Kelly, representative
of Hugh Mcintosh, of Australia, who
says he is authorized to offer the pugilist 60,000 for three fights.
"I am ready to act quickly when
Kelly comes here from New York,''
said Johnson. "I want to get out of
CONVENTION
in
town,., travel a little, participate
some" fights' and forget niy troubles.
The sooner I am able to talk business
with,Ktelly, the better I will like it."
strife

disaster, religious

civil

and

TO BATTLE. war.",

Harvar-

Princeton-Steven- s

28, 1912.
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HOW THEY

'

-

W.CJ.IL

PORTLAND, ORE.
Oct. 18 to 26tht 1912

$80,000,000.00 Lost Annually By Wage

$60.00

Earners.

Dr. Sadler estimates that about
$80,000,000.00 in wages is lost annually to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost

Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt
Lake.

wages and doctoring expensive. Use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
air passages. For sale by all

Going one way via Denver, the
other way via California.
Dates of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . Return limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
Santa Fe, N. M.
H, S. LUTZ, Agent.

$76.50

Modern Grocery Comp'y.

HEINZ "57"

Just received a full line of Heinz'sJPickles and
Tasty appetizers that

Condiments.

will please you !
Ve specialize on CHEESE of all description

THEY

Heinz's Amber Vinegar for Pickling Purposes
Gives the Best of Satisfaction.
CAPE COD CRANBERRIES,

AS FINE AS CAN BE!

There will be the usual clean-u- p prices SATURDAY EVENING
on Perishable Goods.

I

n

semi-militar- y

" The Store With a Conscience.
'PHONE 262.

d

ji0

TODAY'S

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair

z,

ALBUQUERQUE.

.

October 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,112,

1912.

Opening Day
Monday,
Tuesday,. ... .. .1. "State Day"
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Thursday, Albuquerque Day
Firemen's Day
Friday,
Columbus Day
Saturday,
.

JC38XX.'SSSS36S8

Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,

EVERY DAY

sssssjsxssscssssssxjsxx

D.IK. B. SELLERS,
President.

FRANK A. STORTZ
Secretary.

3C

Every Woman

,.

jpflj

Albuquerque, N. M.
pf OCTOBER
7th To

ed.

-

THE

Capital Bar

make-sihifU-

12th,

One Fare for the Round Trip From All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque.
I

FROM SANTA FE, N. M.

i

n

j

!

I

,

FR0M SANTA FE'

N-

-

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.

Return Limit, Oct. 14th, 1912
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th.
to California on sale Daily
Rates
Remember the Low Summer Tourist
Until September

30th.

5anta Fe, New Mex.

'H. S. LUTZ. Aeent

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines

Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

Pope Motor Cycle

"

$3.45

new attractions this year. Bigger and better than ever.

s.

THE WORLD SERIES MEN

FIRST STATE FAIR,

--

saHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Afent for Aztec Sprinf Mineral Water.
Santa Fe. New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

D

Saturday, Sept.

SANTA FE; NEW MEXICAN
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.
panied by Rupert F. Asplund, chief
clerk of the department1 of public in- - I
A j
I
f
V. 1
I
A. "7
struction, visited Rio Tesuque yester- UST FIVE MINUTES devoted to an inspec
Incorporated 1903
Established I856
day und looked over the school house
TELEPHONES.
now being repaired and put in order.
tion of our NEW FALL SUITS and OVERYou Will Find the
Editor's office, 31 J.
Mr. Asplund expressed pleasure at the
Business office, 31 W.
COATS will be sufficient to convince you
aggressive manner of Mr. Conway in
W. D. Murray, a Silver City banker, handling his schools. .Mr.
In
Styles
Conway
is at the Palace.
of the wisdom of supplying your Clothing
spent this week visiting schools in
P. M. Ball of Albuquerque, is at Nambe,
Pojoaque, Cuyanmngue and
the Montezuma.
Needs here. See these Clothes to-da- y.
San Ildefonso, preparatory to their
Prices
P. M. A. Lienau and Mr. McKinley
15.
He
October
a
opening
prossays
1
left today for the Valley ranch.
$ 2.50 and up. Special Values
$20.00. $25.00
perous school year Is assured.
MRS
LINDHARDT,
Miss Zane will leave thiB evening
sent
out
We
have
letters
our
to
pafor her home in Philadelphia.
and $30.00.
trons
that after October
125 Palace Ave.
Miguel Otero, Jr., will leave for 1st weannouncing
to receive cash
shall
expect
Roswell tomorrow traveling per auto.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Middleton, of for every laundry bundle delivered.
In our business, our heaviest expenses DON'T VOTE AS
The very latest in Sweaters, all weights and colors. Makes
sight- such as
Wilmington, Delaware, are
GRANDFATHER
VOTED.
I
payroll, etc., must be met
to
feel
them
look
at
seers
in
the city.
you
comfy
and for this reason our
week
every
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Dunn, came down
business must be a cash business. We
(Continued from page one.)
here yesterday from Taos. Mr. Dunn trust
for these cool
The natty slip-o- n
that our patrons will understand
new bank In Taos,
Is
the
cashier
of
our position in. this matter and in or- vonr senators nnH pnMppoKHinpn
In- mornings and evenings. Red and
and is formerly of Las Vegas.
to insure the prompt and certain stead of voting for the interests of
der
white striped, black and white
M. A. Gonzales, clerk of the disof their laundry that they the south, they kept their eyes on
striped and solid colors.
trict court of Rio Arriba, is able delivery
will be prepared to pay the driver me and voted the way they thought
to be around after an attack of maweek. The Santa Fe Electric their grandfathers would have voted."
laria fever. He has been at St. Vin- eery
Laundry.
WILSON IS CONFIDENT.
cent's sanitarium.
New
New
Mr. Zook Going East John Zoolj,
York, Sept. 28. Governor
Cut Prices for
Everything
the well known druggist, leaves (his Woodrow Wilson declared today that
TWO WEEKS!
LOCAL ITEMS.
afternoon for Pennsylvania to take his ho felt greatly encouraged by his reALSO OUR FALL AND WINTER SAMPLES
iirst eastern vacation since he came ception in New England in the
days.
For reliable electric work see to Santa Fe many years ago. Mr. Zook lost few
"I was especially impressed,"
he
re
will
be
a
about
nmmh
for
Garments. The fabrics are the latand
gone
by
Prices
always reasonable,
Sparks.
fact,
that
the
"by
said,
be
will
everywhere
that
time
he
to
see
ready
service prompt.
est, the style and workmanship not excelled, and
Profits forgotten for two weeks!
Just what we mean
Santa Fe again. During liis absence, great crowds with whom I' came in
Mr. Benjamin M. Read's History of
contact and the people whom I met
price well, you may be the judge!
Jack
Collins
an
and
con
assistant
will
New Mexico is well received in the
personally, seemed to take it for
east. In a letter dated New York, j duct the affairs of the pharmacy. It granted that
would be elected."
to say that Mr. Collins will
safe
ii
September 25, 1912, the Shakespeare have
THE COURTS AGAIN.
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
GO.
more
curios
stufbesides
many
Mr.
to
Read:
"Your Illus
Press says
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 28.
fed
asand
mountain
lions
to
coyotes
trated History of New Mexico naa
Seven attorneys representing
the a
tonish Mr. Zook on his return.
brought you wide praise and
Taft faction which bolted from the
THE NICEST LINE OF FURS irnnnhlie UTl prill VIMlt inn nt ;irr;iiiwi-itrcommand attention to anything else
EVER KNOWN AT THE
WHITE Wednesday, when resolutions endorsyou may produce."
HOUSE.
RoTeofilo
May Play Turn-Turing Roosevelt and Johnson were
mero, an Indian from Tesuque who
adopted, have drawn up a petition for
comes to Santa Fe occasionally, bring- a writ of mandate requiring the secs
and smoking cigar-- i
ing in
retary of state to place Taft electors
on the ballot under the heading "reettes given him by pale faces, expres
publican."
Filing of the petition
jed great interest this afternoon in
dance scheduled to be
awaits the oflicial sanction of the
BANK &
CO. the Indian
Taft state central committee, which
given in front of the old Palace Monalthough it has authorized the legal
day afternoon. When told ft was for
'
move, will not perfect its formal or'geographers from many far away
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
"You
lands, the Indian exclaimed:
ganization until some time today.
will
have 'beeg' time great beeg
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
BRYAN IS BUSY.
time." He may apply for the post of
Goes a
and
28.
many styles, is enough to make you buy. PreWilliam
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept.
tom-to,
warbler as he has a supply
.T.
is expected to arrive at
Bryan
pare now for the cold weather.
of the musical instruments.
Evanston, on the western border of
NEW
THE
EVENING
GOWNS
28.
Martial me state, this afternoon and will
Augusta, Ga., Sept
Your Patronage Solicited
AND EVENING WRAPS MUST BE
make addresses there and at Rock
law
in
ruled
Augusta to;'.ay as a re- - Q nr Intra
,1
O
Via
SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED AT
THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE
suit of last night's disorders in which Rawlins as the guest of J. R. Osborne,
THE WHITE HOUSE.
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier- Pin Tons come iii colors to har- two men were killed and one wound- democratic state chairman. He will
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
monize with table decorations, cream ed by state militiamen guarding prop- arrive in Cheyenne Monday morning
J. B. LAMY,
will
and
at
AVheatley Monday
speak
almonds, cream wafers, caramels, erty of the local railway street comfudge, 'buttermilk' and 'San Igual pany whose employes are on strike. afternoon, and returning will speak
at Cheyenne Monday night.
are some of the names given to Pin mve
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
companies or guardsmen were
ion prouucts.
on duty. The fifth cavalry arrived
Visits School
County School Su- early today and was placed on duty ii
If
John V. Conway, accom around the railway power plant. !t
-perintendent
C
MAKE
Two Acres in Orchard and
was in this territory that a "deadline"
rn
m
Eight-roowas established
I'
Small
by military last
of five
House
Well
Furnished
in
and
which
the
of
night,
shooting
House, Stable and Other
rooms and
three persons occurred.
YOUJFEEL GREAT
Buildings.
on
The
of
these
additional
College St. four blocks
dispatch
it
C
was ordered by Governor
guardsmen
from
Plaza. Per month,
SIX ACRES ON ACEQUIA
7Z
of
Brown late last night after he was Gently Cleanse Your Lives
The highest point of woman's hap- notified that the situation here was
in Alfalfa and 18
Trees in Bearing.
B.
and Sluggish Bowels While
piness is reached only through moth- critical. He issued a proclamation
Mile
14
from
Under
All;
O
erhood, in the clasping of her child declaring the city to ,be in a state of
You Sleep.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building-- , Santa Fe, N. M.
ra
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
Insurrection and ordering martial
is often fearful of nature's ordeal law.
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
LIABILITY
dizzi-'nesSick headache, biliousness,
and shrinks from the suffering inciAlfred Dorn, and Robert Christie,
coated tongue, foul taste and
But for
dent to its consummation.
nature's ills and discomforts nature who were killed, and Ben F. Baker, foul breath always trace them to
who was
Augusta busi- torpid liver,
provides remedies, and in Mother's ness men. wounded, are
fermenting food
Christie was driving an in the bowelsdelayed
Friend is to be found a medicine of
or sour, gassy stom- JJ The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and 4
csesi jewelry More in tne city ana inspect our cuLKLfc I ti .X
great value to every expectant mother. automobile and the other two were ach.
4
It Is an emulsion for external in a carriage when they crossed the
Poisonous matter clogged in the in
LINE of
"deadline" near the power house, It testines, instead of
of
composed
cast
out
Red
application,
ingredients
of'
189.
being
Phone,
which act 'with beneficial and sooth- is said they were in ignorance of the the system is
into the
order
in
traffic
the
on
limiting
effect
those
of
tha
territory.
blood.
When this poison reaches the
:
portions
ing
:
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119San Francisco St.,
It is intended to Baker and Dorn whipped up their delicate brain tissue it causes consystem involved.
we carry two desirable patterns, the
horses
a
when
to
guard ordered them
prepare the system for the crisis, and
gestion and that dull, throbbing sickAND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
DIANA
thus relieve, in great part, the Buffer stop
ening headache.
Not until the early hours today was
ing through which the mother usually
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purgaSao Francisco
Reliable Jeweler
passes. The regular use of Mother's quiet restored. Strikers and their tive waters force a passageway for a
Street
Friend will repay any mother in th6 sympathizers asserted their intention day or two yes but they don't take
comfort it affords before, and the help- of trying to rush the guard line and the poisons out and have no effect
ful restoration to health and strength
"
dynamiting the power plant. Strike upon the liver or stomach.
it brings about after baby comes. leaders pleaded with the
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
men, to go
Mother's Friend
to their homes and finally the crowds regulate the stomach, remove the
is for sale
66-6POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
dispersed. The immediate cause of sour, undigested ana termenting tooa
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
drug
the strike was the objection to cer- auu ioui gases, lane uie excess Due
for
Write
Next Door to Postoffice.
tain rules of the company. Strike from the liver and carry out of the
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
free book
leaders say the company seeks to de- system all the constipated waste
furnish pure, clean corn chop either coarse
can
expectant moth'
matter and poisons in the bowels.
ers which contains much valuable stroy the union.
or fine, as meal for the little chicks
medium
A Cascaret
tonight will surely
TEXTILE WORKERS MEET.
information, and many suggestions ol
We
can
grind
any mixture that is desired o:
out
by morning. They
a helpful nature.
Lawrence, Mass., Sept. 28. The straighten you
such as corn, wheat, mil
different
the
a'10-cengrains,
t
box
work while you sleep
question of continuing or settling the from
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. AtluU, Ga.
kaffir corn, bran, etc.
let,
oats,
means
head
Sruggtst
your
your
strike in the Lawrence textile mills,
( 15 lb. pkg.,
$ .65
called Thursday as a protest against clear, stomach sweet and your liver
"
and bowels clean and regular for
Meat
Bone
and
1.20
30Ib.
Green
Cut
the
of
and
Ettor
imprisonment
SEND THEM TO
H. S.
( 100 lb. sack,
CO.
the Industrial Workers of months.
3.75
the World organizers, was expected
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
Get a Want Ad in the paper if you
to be settled at a mass meeting on
TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
Where Prices
Lowest Lawrence common this afternoon.
have anything to sell.
1
their health and makes them lay.
for Safe Quality.
The strike continued today, despfte
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M. :
GENERAL'
STORE.
GORMLEY'S
For
Sale
at
the vote of operatives at mecin;;s A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
last night to return to their machines. Or
!
Home-Growat Least His Capita!
'
Fruit Season It was estimated that S.000 hands
The
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
to match broken ones
Lenses ground
is on and we are offering to the were idle. There was no trouble of
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
GUARANTEED. A
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
TL
or to Occulists' Prescription.
particular housewife the best to any kind when the mill gates opened
THE
BEST
PLACE
IS
did
to be had in
not
SAWYER'S
and the strikers
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute inpost any
pickets. Leaders of the organization
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
claimed that the strike demonstration
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1 ,000. It is a
has been sufficient protest against the
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
BY
imprisonment of Ettor and Giovan
50 cents
Price,
nitti.

PERSONALS

E

WE'VE

j

I

J

Correct

'EM!

GOT

3

MILLINERY

SWEATERS

at

W

I JULIUS H. GERDES

BLAZERS!

No Leaders Here
at

Fall and Winter Suits and Overcoats

EVERYTHING

Made-to-Measu-

1

1

-

SELICMAN BROS. COMPANY

I

II

n

MILITIA

tom-tom-

UNITED STATES

TRUST

SHOT

TWO MEN IN

CAPITAL $50,00000

We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,

STRIKE

General Banking Business

To.

i

Fruit;

FOR SALE

Tract

Fruit

Wig

MADREPart
Plaza.

Irrigation.

October First.

For Rent

IS

bath. Situate

JOSEPH

u

$35.00 2

HAYWARD, MANAGER, 2

s,

O. C. WATSON & CO.

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

'

i

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL

I

H. C. YONTZ,

DIRECTORS

When Your Glasses Break

...

HUE a

I

are

either

PgATTS

WORK RETURNED

PEACHES,

FIRST MAIL.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

PEARS
and PLUMS

We can also supply you with

the finest cantaloupes grown.
We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S
'

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER ST.

SERVICE

RAPID DELIVERY
live paper makes a live town.
We are making a live, paper. Read it.

If ycu want the bsst in

FOR SALE GROCERIES.
RANCH
ail under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain
Sell at a bargain. Address,
320-ACR- E

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
Set of old
us.

for each
False Teeth send
Highest prices pi Id for old Gold. Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
MONBT 9KWD BY RETURN HATTj

PHILA.

SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

8iJ Chestnut
TO

St

Philadelphia,

CO.

Pa.

DENTISTS

We will buy yourGold Fillings, Gold
and Platinum. Highest prices paid. Scrap,

FRANK DAVIS,

Moriarty, N. M.

FKIIHS

He says himself: "I have
suffered with my kidneys. My back
ached and I was annoyed with bladder irregularities.
I can truthfully
say, one 60c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They contain no habit forming drugs. . For
sale by all druw'sts.

AND VEGEETABLES
GO TO

H.

s.

KAUNE

a

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for SafeOiialitv

X "The Bull Moose," March
X
B. C. Peters
X "Beldad de la Luna," Overture..
X
L. Aran jo
X "The Empire," Overture
X
G. D. Barnard
X "In the Shadows,'' Medley
X
P. Williams
X "Spying Cupid," Waltz
X
.Walter Rolfe
X "Andalusian Serenade" and "La
X
Paloma," by request of Mrs.
X
Ernest TascheK,
Yradier
X "I've Got the Finest Man,'' March
X
Reese Europe
X
B. RAMIREZ, Director.
X
The first march, "The Bull
X Moose," is dedicated to the pro- X gressive party.
X
Concert begins at 7:30 p. m.

....

.....

For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

FRUIT'S

a bad kidney and bladder

Best Coffee and Teas xxxxxxskxkxxxxxsci
band concert program. x

Telephone 9 W

A.

ly cured of

FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES trouble.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

;

1,

MAYES

T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
is in his 73rd year, and was recent-

INSURANCE
0
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

3

REAL ESTATE

X

St

X
X

City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Orchardjs,
Land Grants,Etc

v

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

xxxxsxxssxxxxxs

Bonds

Surety

Telephone

194

W.,Ro3m

U

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA

FE.

--

- NEW

PRODUCER

SSESits

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP,

HOGS.DAIRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rap- t
'idly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25 c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

All Kinds.

Of

EGG

Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions"wth each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

X
X

GUARANTEED

MEXICO

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE. N.
259 San Francisco 3t.

.M.

I

1
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Santa Fe

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

R.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Pe Postofflce
Published Daily
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened.
Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic

The Ranch of the

the Year Round.

Rockies--Ope- n

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Weekly, per year

S1.00

Dally Per Ouarter, by mall. .
Dally per quarter, by earrler.

12.50

Weekly, tlx months

.$1.25
.$1.50
.

where fruit grows to almost perfecladen
with a luscious fruitage, or others
right in the confines of Santa Fe or
If those
on the adjoining ranches.
in the east or central west, who are
looking longingly to our western
country with its rich possibilities and
climatic and scenic wonders, could
only know about it we would have ati
immigration here that would enter upon our vacant lands and make the
desert a garden. As
present
we are told by those who come to us
from other sections and become enamored of our possibilities, we ought to
be introduced in the eaBt.

tion, or the Tesuque orchards

For President,

.50
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The Roosevelt electors in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves
county, Elmer E. Studley of Colfax county and George Armijo of Santa Fe
county. In voting for Theodore Roosevelt, every voter should remember that
he must vote for the three Roosevelt electors who in turn will vote for Mr.
Roosevelt In the electoral college if elected. He also should remember
that those electors are merely his agents, and if elected, are pledged to
That is their only function in this election
vote for Theodore Roosevelt.
and the only connection they have with the campaign. The opponents of
Colonel Roosevelt are industriously circulating a report to the effect that
all that is necessary to vote for Theodore Roosevelt is to write his name
!udou the ballot. This is not true. Vote tor tne presidential electors anu
jlelp eject Theodore Roosevelt,

WHAT IT MEANS.

The average everyday man and woman are for Theodore Roosevelt.
Why? Because he is leading the way out of a wilderness of corruption,
selfishness, injustice, greed, into new fields, bright with the sunshine of hope
of better things; a release from bondage and offering a promise. of equity
between man and man and between citizenship and corporative control.
The average man and woman do not have to be deep students of political economy to see where the trouble lies. The man who labors under
high rental for the house he lives in; and the farmer who is taxed not
only for his little farm but for every improvement he makes on it, fails to
see where the justice is in permitting individuals or corporations to hold vast
land grants, which are wholly untaxed, or very nearly so, and have no share
whatever in helping to bear the burden which is growing constantly heavier
as it presses down heavily on the shoulders of the average citizen.
How great interests does Charles A. Spiess hold in land grants in New
REMARKS
Mexico?
He is the national committeeman of the republican party of this
tstate. How large are the interests in land grants of Charles Springer, mem 1
ber of the republican state committee? How great an interest in these vast:
J
grants, does Thomas B. Catron hold? He is United States senator for New
Dos Caiiones Viejoc. Uncle Tom?
Mexico. How much of the taxes are they helping to pay on these immense
holdings? Eventually, it is supposed, these lands are to be sold to those
de San
El Chanate del Condado
who desire to come to New Mexico to make a home. Will they go untaxed
Que no?
Miguel.
then?
The issue in this campaign is not a difficult one to understand. The
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
question which is the foundation of it all is not so abtruse that we average yield for a question?
people cannot comprehend it. It is simply equal rights for all, a sharing
of the burdens of taxation by all; a square deal.
Them two old cannon have not
If a man or a corporation owns vast land holdings he does it because came yet.
amusehe considers them valuable to himself. He is not holding them for
ment, nor for health, nor for the scenery, as the big land grant holder rarely
Think of El Chanate usiug a man
visits his land.
like Nathan Jaffa.
not
Is
it
else.
to
himself.
Nothing
No, he holds it for just plain profit
fair that he should stand his share of taxation as well as a share of the
The famous Westminster bank robprofits?
ber has been caught, the detectives beThink this over.
lieve. This is the open season on all
Charles Spiess, Charles Springer, Thomas B. Catron are violently op- kinds of robbers it seems.
old
guard
posed to the progressive movement. They are for Taft and the
and the old methods.
If it were not for the kindly considThe only hope for a square deal for the people Is through the agency
of the United States for the
eration
of the progressive party.
Madero government, it seems as
0
though the rebels could whip the fedThe Washington Evening Star comes out in a vicious attack upon
erals at about any old jump in the
Roosevelt. The Star is a rabid standpat paper. Why, as the
road.
progresses, are the batteries of the opposition turned against the
bearer of the progressive party? Is it because, as the standpat orators
vociferously declare and the standpat newspapers frenziedly announce,
the political fortunes of Roosevelt are "waning"? Ordinarily all the forces
of an army are not turned against a beaten enemy; nor has it ever been
known in a political struggle, before the present one, that the bulk of
attack is against a movement that is on the wane. The fact is that the
reactionary element is frightened at this uprising of the people. The greedy
rignis 01 me
grip is fast losing its hold; the control of legislation ana tne of
this great
people is fast slipping away. It is because of the Increase
movement that the attacks are concentrated; not because it is on the
wane.
j
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THE BYSTANDER

sees it

0

-

It is most remarkable that three Taft electors have withdrawn from the
week to join the "waning"
republican ticket in Missouri during the past are
considering resignations.
fortunes of Theodore Roosevelt. Eight others
this great
In political history nothing has been known like the sweep of
The meetings held by Mr. Roosevelt have never been equalled
cause wonin size and enthusiasm. The accessions of people of all classes
is
derment to even his own friends and bewilderment to the old guard. It on
who have slept
in
held
bondage,
a
of
long
an
people
awakening
simply
by a designing
their rights while those rights were being stolen from theminsolent
dictation
clique of political highwaymen, it is a rebellion against
and organized greed. It is a command to halt.
mo'-emen-

t

o

The regular democratic promoters take comfort in reference to the
progressives," such
position of certain of what they call "strong republican
,1Qtnr LaFoiipte of Wisconsin. Senator Works of California, Rudolph
from an exhibition ofi
Spreckles, Charles R. Crane and others, comfort
of blasted hopes, dissad
the
with
is
story
Who
unacquainted
splenetics!
with the atnot
unconnected
desertion
resultant
and
appointed ambitions
titude of most of the gentlemen named? Always during presidential camhere and there the propaigns, in the midst of the turmoil, may be heard matter.
It is not a part
tecting cry of the disgruntled outlander. It doesn't
of the turmoil of the regular fray. It is nothing to be considered.
0

couple, wanting to do something novel, got married on the
nirnine board of a motor car, the preacher holding an umbrella over himself in a pouring rain while he made the two one. The lightning which
Hashed continuously furnished all the light they had. Some misanthrope
would add that the groom started out wisely in getting used to that kind of
in the sunshine and has
thing early, but to the average man who got married effect looks more like
been in it ever since, the thunder and lightning
moonshine.
A New York

.

0

The dispatches have told the country of what results have followed the
Govtour of Roosevelt. It has been like the conquest of Peter the Hermit.
middle
all
the
west,
from
Vncolored
mark.
reports
his
left
has
ernor Johnson
and Pacific coast states excluding Taft's
p irticularly. and from the mountain
all tell of the gaining height of the tidal wave. From the east,
Mormons
the news is only of a firmer grip. What more can progressives ask at thi3and then crystalizastage of tiie campaign? Talk about volcanic upheaval
tion! That's the story so far.
0

Growing enThe progressive campaign thus far is a teeming success. business-like
of
a
the
practical,
and
application
thusiasm, better oganization
01 course, m vaijuih
force are apparent in every state of tne union, uiougn,effect
and unsupported
for
made
degree. This is no general assertion,exist. merely
as
facts
the
Take
they
by events.
--

0

therton announces that in wedding the suffrage party Teddy has
a
accumulated a harem that will henpeck him." Great Socrates! What
out of a harem henpecking Teddy!
moving picture could be made
Mrs

you

stew.
The New York board of health wants to probe beef
it?
in
find
to
suppose they expect

What do

THE APES AND US.
Every now and then Darwin's ape
theory comes up in a new form, and
we are led to wonder just how it real-l- j
were
was, and if our ancestors
apes.
You know of the boy who heard
the story of the ape and man, and
their supposed relationship, who asked his mother if it were truly so,
that he was descended from an ape,
and she replied: "I don't know, 1
never met your father's people."
The present line of thought about
apes and us was brought to mind by
reading in the paper about a man in
New York you know so many wonders happen in New York who had
a worn out stomach that had become
well nigh useless from abuse and who,
on the advice of a surgeon, substituted a well working, healthy stomach
ot a two year old ape for his own,
and after twenty-sidays in the hospital, he finds himself well again,
he wants to,
eating anything that
with the ape's stomach working in
perfect order.
Why the ape? It does look like
some relationship,
doesn't it, now?
There are other stomachs one would
really prefer to have inserted into
our anatomy if we had a choice
and had to have a transplanted
stomach brought in from some other
system, but it does not seem to be
a matter of choice. It's your own or
the ape's and that's all there is to it.
Sometimes we see others do things
that seem in ape realm and we do
things ourselves that we feel an ape
would show better judgment in, and
grow suspicious that we are not so
far from the monkey, after all, and
now that we find we can use his
stomach, we are about convinced that
humanity and the ape are not so far
disconnected, after all.
There is a lot of mystery about this
monkey business.

THE MOTHER LOVE.
Not having heard from her son for
a long time and receiving no replies
to repeated letter?, Mrs. Mary Reynolds, an aged white woman of
Natchez, Miss., too poor to travel by
rail and too feeble to walk so far, the
other day procured a skiff and rowed
all the way down the Mississippi river
tc New Orleans, traveling nine days,
braving hunger, heat and hardship.
And t.he found her son sick and in
poverty and in need of a mother's
tender nursing.
There is nothing in all the world
quite like it, is there. There is no
sacrifice that is just the same. Other
affections come to us in our journey
along this roadway which is named
life, but nothing is just like the mother love. Nothing that a child can do
seems to weaken it, nor lessen the
enduring power of it. It is always
there, never tinged with austerity,
never lacking In willingness to suffer
more, to surrender self for the happiness or comfort of her child.
The above noted incident is just an
other instance of that ever present,
READING THE DAILY
never failing mother love, that's all.
The world is full of it. It is a
NEW MEXICAN
attribute and nothing in all the
OF COURSE.
world quite touches the divine realm
like the love of mother.
We leave home, full of ambition and
hope and expectation. We may forget
some times that love that follows us;
we may not know of the prayers that
follow us, but we ought to remember
both and bless her In every thought,
and send back a greeting, often, a
greeting full of tenderness and expressed devotion.
Why not write her today, those of
you who can, and let her know you are
cannot realize
"Wal, I hev still got thet straw lid ihinking of her. You
will do. It's a small
it
what
good
a
wus
"I
Old
the
Codger.
on," says
'
readln in th paper las night about thing just to write her you know, and
!- S I- C
with
smile
could
the
see
it
happy
you
this here tax business and thur is
would
it
is
received
truth in them statements. which the letter
Et th same time, I hev bin a Repoob-lica- n be enough.
Some day, you know, she will have
all ov my life and I ain't tu
ahead of you into "the other
tu
I'm
et
this
time.
agoin
passed
change
vote er straight. Thet remark ov room." It will all be memory to you
Fritz Mueller's about my straw lid then, and it will be worth while to
hes riled me considerabul. In fac' I have memory filled with the sweeter
'.
,
,
j
don't like it a gold darn bit, by heck." things; with the thought that you tried
to make her happy, that you showed
sac
Up there at Bingham, Utah, the only appreciation of the great undying,
state conceded to Mr. Taft, the miners rificial love she gave you. Memory
are giving the operators considerable can be filled with tenderness, and
to think about prior to bringing in loveliness or with wounding regrets
.
strike breakers. It is not going to and bitter remorse.
Too much though tfulness; too much
be an easy job to disconnect the
American from his daily bread. He gentleness; too much reverence can-ha- s
great faith in the Lord's prayer j not be given to mother. You can
and next to that in doing a little never repay the love she gives you.
voting on the side.
PEACHES.
"Where do all the peaches come
While personally admiring Mr.
Jaffa about as much as the men who; from?" queries the Chicago Tribune,
York Evening Tele-brought about his nomination, we feel Whereat the New
the brother evi-h- e A future vo:er, not so "far from
that
remarks
gram
to
what
him
us
ask
incumbent upon
our rails," studying the new text book.
New
York.
in
was
never
of
dently
thinks about the present method
If you won't educate him, we will.
Detroit.
never
in
and that he explain to the tainly
So says the Detroit Free Press.
vote
him.
to
lust
for
ho
asks
nnio
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ell, ottllUL rr U U VFH IIIOI. lUU,
what plans the old guard have in view
reof the Interior,
are
of
kind
Department
what
matter
peaches
for bettering the conditions of the
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
masses in this state. Don't be afraid ferred to, whether the human kind
Sept. 11, 1912.
down the avenue clad in the
Mr Jaffa, speak right up like a maniat go
Notice is hereby given that Andres
all
dolled
summer
gown,
bewitching
deal.
for we'll give you a square
up with those accessories that help to G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
make fair woman lovelier, or whether on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead ap2
U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had the Chicago and Detroit writers refer plication 04786, No. 11988, for S
4,
Section
NE
N
so
was
SE
and
to the most popular of all fall fruits,
kidney trouble for years,
11 E, N. M. P.
crippled with rheumatism he could with the blush of which Henry Ward Township 15 N., Range
not dress without help. He started Beecher used to speak so eloquently; Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to esusing Foley Kidney Pills, and says: whichever kind of peaches are retablish
claim to the land above deto
and
"I began
ferred to, our little city is there with
get better at once,
scribed, before the Register or Renow all my trouble has left me and I the goods.
on Nov.
do not feel that I ever nad rheumaA friend said yesterday, "The By- ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
tism. I rest well all night and tho" stander could talk Santa Fe county 16, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
59 years old, can now do the work fruit to good advantage, because wo
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres
of a man of 35 years. I would like have it here." I know it, and I only
to be the means of others getting wish we could tell everybody in the Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
all of Glorieta, N. M.
benefit from
Foley Kidney Pills." United States about it. I wish we Gonzales,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Refuse substitutes. For sale oy all could get to the knowledge of people
Register.
in
the
the
east,
great
opportunities
druggist.
,vw here for
f
fruit raising. I wish they
A want Ad. in tha Jfew Mexican
Work for the New Mexican. It Is could see. our apples, peaches, plums
more people In one day than you
sees
working for you, for Santa Fe and the and pears. I wish they could look
new state.
at the pretty valley at Espanola. can flee in a month. Try one.
God-give-

n
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of money

made.

It is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our time Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
g

i

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4)

Per Annum Interest Paid on

EDDY DELQADO,

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantowa

Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don

Qaspar Avenue.

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Mot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

I

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

I

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexeelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It !
THE

--

GENERAL AGENTS,

THE RELIANCE

Then Act

COMPANV

MOULTON-ESP- E

SANTA

FE, N. M

MORTUARY ADDITION POLICY

The Most Liberal Life Insurance Contract

Written

This policy provides tbat if one beeomes totally disabled from disease or accident tbe
PKEMIUMS CEASE the Policy Becomes Paid ITp For Life, and A MONTHLY INCOME
Is Paid to the Insured for ONE HUNDRED MONTHS thus one gets the benefit of his
insurance during lifetime. There are many other new features in this Policy Itbat we
wish to explain to you in person.

GENERAL AGENTS

HALL & HALL

NEW MEXICO

KOOM 81,

CAPITAL CITY

BANK BLDQ

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.
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Institution " by the

n-- J

U

S.

War Department.
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PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER
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TIME DEPOSITS
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transfers
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For Member of Congress,

Another text in our creed:
and partly to local
The high cost of living is due partly to world-wid- e
The measures procauses.
to
artificial
and
natural
to
partly
causes; partly
the trusts and
posed in this platform on various subjects such as the tariff,causes.
conservation, will of themselves tend to remove the artificial
There will remain other elements such as the tendency to leave the
of taxation, poor
country for the city, waste, extravagance, bad system
methods of raising crops and bad business methods in marketing crops.
To remedy these conditions requires the fullest Information and based
on this information, effective government supervision and control to remove
all the artificial causes. We pledge ourselves to deal with every need such
inquiry discloses.

Organized in 1870.

.

Associate Editor

SS.O

BANK OF SANTA FE

Growth

Editor

Dally, per ywr: by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall
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the beautiful Pecos

Valley, 3,700 feet a bove sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout tbit entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standardEa stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
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:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
E. KHEA,
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The pastor leaves for Raton, the
peals, notably those of the First Na-- I
tional
of the annual conference Monday.
Banks of Fort Sumner, Santa
.'
Rosa and Tucumcari, of the Vaughn
METHODIT CHURCH.
THE CATHEDRAL.
Women in middle ago often complain of 1:
flashes. They are at that rtaft Trust and Savings Hank of Vaughn,
Conference year closes. The fourth
September 29, 1912.
onl y Dr. end of the Torrance County Savings
session of the quarterly conference of of life when their delicate organism cccJs a lonia and helping-hanOF
First mass at 6:30 o'clock a. m.
the St. John's charge of the Methodist Pierce's Favorite Prescription can give t'ara. Many women suffer needlessly trcra Bank of Willard, which find SO per
FOR RENT C room house wIU
Second mass 9:30 a. zu. Sermon in
cent valuation of their capital stock
Episcopal church shall convene at girlhtod to womanhood c::d frctn motherhood to old age with hucknche, dizzior not, Oct. 2. Ii. S. Lev
furniture
Pink-ham's
English.
is too high. The complete report of Proves That Lydia E.
7:45
"
night, September 28th. ness or headache. A woman often bceome:i sleepier, nervous, "
itskl.
Last mass 10 a. m. Sermon in Span- Dr. S.Saturday
will
board's
sessions
the
be
Alonzo Bright, the district su- irritable and feuio tired from
printed
Vegetable Commorning io t::ht. V.'hcn pains cad achee rack the soon for
ish.
will preside. Reports
general distribution.
womanly system at frequent inccrviu, asi ya.r Mlloi
At 6:30 p. m. Rosary and Benedic- perintendent
Js Reliable.
pound
FOR SALE Two story residence on
of the
from all the departments
tion.
Falace avenue. Lot 00x240 feet. O. (J,
Ore.
can
Eccdville,
trulv
recom
"I
will be read. Dr. Bright will
Doctor
church
Faycrilte Proscription.
CROPS ARE GOOD
mend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vetretahle Watson & Co.
Lady of Guadalupe.
I.
Mns. J. IMIIOF, oi S21 S. Bonfcjan Struct,
address the conference and a general
Md., Bays:
to all women who
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass discussion
Compound
passing
AIIHPDACT
ARAIIT
wrote you about nine months ajo, tcllinjs yun of my ct:ndLion. I have a
will follow.
HDUU I CLUUUKUr I throuprh the Change of Life,are
as it made
WANTED
9.30 a. m. Sermon in Spanish and
Boy or man to drive
At 11 a. m., Sunday morning, Dr. iine babynirl eho woizhod xiino pounds vvhtn bom. Sho is my third child
me a well woman after milk wagon.
Apply
and the stroncreot cl thorn all. Ky mUetirg wt'.s cn:y for two hour?. I
English.
Capital City
(
administer
will
and
the
W
suf ferine three vears." Dairy, Phone 230 W.
preach
Bright
took Bcveral bottles of 'Favori'.o Prescription" and one of Dr. Pierce's
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Cloudcroft, N. M. M. L. Morgan,
Mrs.
assistLord's
the
sacrament
of
Maky
supper
Bogart,
was
I
I
I
A.
never had a well day before tool; your medicmcs.
B. Z. McCullough, minister.
Dick company
representing the Jus.
ed by the pastor.
neeuvine, uregon.
aurprised how well I felt could eat wao always hungry, and never had a
FOR SALE National Cash Regof El Paso, returned Tuesday night
"For there is none other name under
New Orleans, La.
As this closes the conference year, Eiek stomach. The nurae who waB with mo raid the medicine was wonderMr.
to
business
from
a
ister two drawers practically new.
Mayhill.
trip
heaven given among men, whereby we
"When
I
before.
ful
because
trouble
so
ter
nt'ieh
fro
al
had
got along
havinp,
nicely
passing through
urge all members and friends of
Morgan
carefully investigated crop
we must be saved."
the Change of Life I was O. C. Watson & Co.
the church to be present at all of She intends to recommend it to all hsr suJTerintf paticits. Everybody is
and
between
Cloudcroft
conditions
with hot flashes.
troubled
102
I
astonished
me
now
because
and
before
I
at
woirhecl
at
school
9:43. Fred
only
pounds
Sunday
these meetings.
weak and dizzy spells and
FOR SALE. All household goods,
.Mayhill and was very much surprised
weigh lu5. I have had several ladies come to mo r.nd ask about Dr. Pierce' a
superintendent.
backache. I was not fit for ii.cluding a piano. Call any time, J20
JAS. M. SHIMER, Pastor.
medicine. I am willing to recommend it to all who suffer and want help.
at the general outlook, lie states that
Morning worship at 11 o'clock. CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH.
I vt ill be glad to give it t: them."
mils. Imiiof & Chua
anything until I took Lv- - Road street, near union depot.
If any want
several farms he saw had oat crops
Preaching by the regular minister.
dia E. Pinkham's VegeServices
Michael's
Sunday
(St.
as
in
seen
he
ever
as
has
good
any
Junior Endeavor at 3 p. m. Hiss
table Compound which
Day) : S a. m. Holy Communion and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
Kansas or other oat states. Many.
nrovprl worth its wio-tit- Jessie Carroll, superintendent.
In- "The Spiritual Value of Mesermon,
In
Me.
for
and
individual
as
exhibits
county
Forget
now
oats
Pflueger
Gas-- i u" 8tairs over Andrews' store.
fanners are
gold to me.
cutting their
Senior Endeavor at G:4o. Subject: morials."
The usual intercessory
solo and chorus, Miss
are given this year. Never before and they will begin to ship right
TON Blondkau. 1541 Po-oi Cflas. Bauara at Andrews
(Contralto
quire
"Missionary Boldness."
nas mere Deen so generous a re- - away.
prayers for all the faithful departed.
Abrahamson and Choir).
lymnia St., New Orleans. store.
Evening preaching service at 7:45. Offerings made at this service are
to
for
Mishawaka.Inil.-'- " Wothe
call
as
exhibits
sponse
Wil;;97
B.
Recessional
A.
..Plain
Alexander
and
Jim
Song
Scott
Hymn
The address will be delivered by Rev.
to the Altar Guild.
men passing through the
A home for a home lover. Several
Mrs. E. F. Coard, Mrs. L. there has this year. The exhibits liams have just returned from a trip
Sopranos
William Alexander Provine, D. D., of given
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Washington, D. C, Sept. 27. As a
result of the action of the recent ses-- ;
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
slon of the legislature in appropriate
sees more people In one day than you
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED DOWN THE COUNTER :
can see in a month, ury one.
lng $15,000 annually for studying the
stream flow of New Mexico (one of
JAPANESE KIMONAS.
LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.
I
the most valuable of the state's re-- ! The
The biggest stock to pick from in the state. Pay you to lay in a
Long Klmonas very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
Biggest Burroughs
sources),
has been af-- !
15c
5c
10c
were
and
values
at
Short Klmona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
these
that
7c,
prices,
year's supply
65c 35c
fected
between
the
state
a month passes
engineer,'
121-5c
Hardly
15c
and
Llnnen Torchons, 10,
grades
Mr. James A. French, acting on beBEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.
5 and 10c
does not
this
Cotton Clunies, 10, 15 and 25c grades;
that
Company
half of the State of New Mexico, and
Just few left fine Marquisette full widths six yards to the
new that
RIBBONS AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
something
produce
the
United
States
Geological Survey.:
F3ttern
$3, $11, $1.35, $5
5c
Baby ribbons that were 2 yards for 5c to close at 10 yards
makes adding machines do
By this cooperation the work is to'
71-5c
10
made
15c
and
PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS.
high
grade
grades
be
Niagara
carried on under the general supermore
than they have ever
20c
Best wired hair ribbons 35c grades
vision of the state engineer and thei
Just a few of the very best quality all wool Voiles and Panamas,
done
before; that shortens
A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES LEFT.
immediate supervision of the U. S.
$6, $10 and $12, Now
$3, $6
SECOND CLASS TICKETS,
accounting
work, increases
the'
3 or. 26 Inches long high grade human hair values from $3.50 to $4,
Geological Survey, using
standard
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office
a
now
at
methods of the latter organization. A
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efficiency, all
price
It will pay you boys to buy It now for you will need It In another
new office has been established by
TO CALIFORNIA
$1.65
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
can be saved in the
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two.
or
Klrschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium
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the U. S. Geological Survey in the
Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now.. 85c
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a
of
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length ulster that should keep you warm and snug
$10, $5
Capitol building at Santa Fe, in charge
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.
If you have not seen the
ot Mr. G. A. Gray, assistant engineer.
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS
The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regnew
Records on the following streams
Burroughs, you
$12.50
ular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry it off for
An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
are being compiled.
have not seen the very latPORTLAND.ORE. AND
and have one at both ends of the line for what you been paying
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS.
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for one.
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THE NORTHWEST
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.
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$1
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$7.50
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Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1
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$1.00
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sus Department
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figures.
Remember the Low Summer
handling
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Gallinas, (south fork), El Porvenir;
Tourist rates to California and reGila, near Red Rock; Gila, near Silver;
turn in effect until Sept. 30th, 1912.
City; Horn, near Canjilon; Lambrightj Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
Draw, near Santa Rita; Lake McMil- w.
H. long, Sales Manager.
lan, near Lakewood; La Plata, at Laj
Plata; Mimbres, near Fay wood: Paja-- i P.O. Box 702, El Paso. Texas.
H. S. LUTZ
Santa Fe. N. M.
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PEOPLE OF THIS CITY have never before in the old town's history had
a feast of bargains as the have had at our
OF
PRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came in a
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, " ARE
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
our
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but
ENTIRE LINE
the highest grade
merchandise that we could find in the
kets the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything
The sooner we close out the better it will
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"The Home of Quality Groceries"
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THE WEATHER.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 28. The
forecast 1b increasing cloudiness
aud
Sunday; colder
tonight
weather in northeast portion to- night.
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TELEPHONING
if your business
s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
IN

The New Mexican,

A

Busy Day

WITH US!

THE MOST STYLISH SHOES AT
THE WHITE HOUSE.
Round Oak Stoves and Ranges at
GOEBELS.

MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER

Another slash at the White House
that will mean dollars to

next week

By 'Phoning Your Order

FOR QUALITY GROCERIES

THE PLAZA

Market Co.

Fruits,

Groceries,

Vegetables, Meats,

Poultry,

I

West Side of Plaza

Oysters,
Have Added a Complete
Line of

Everything to

GROCERIES
Phone 4

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

To

their Stock Meats
Give Us a Trial.
of

S . SPITZ,
THE

FOR

HEADQUATERS

c
ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travcis over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil anil a cleaning

tct

a year.
It wi'M increase the
lie and accuracy of your watck
Leave your watch with us

PLAZA MARKET GO.

HIGH-GRAD- E

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

HATS,
FEATHERS,
ETC.
nice
HUM

.

1lJ

WILSON

The finest rooms in the city, having
aii Modern
conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and bath3.
loT"he European Hotel,
centrally
cated. State Progressive Headquart-- '
ers in the hotel.
Fourth Case Won Attorney Charles
C. Catron won his fourth jury case
since the district court opened this
term when the jury brought in a ver-- J
diet of $100 ior the defendant in the
case of Vergolio vs. Meyers, over
the ownership of cattle.
Winter is almost upon us. Send
your woolen blankets to the Santa
Fe Electric Laundry now and be prepared for the cold weather.
From 40 to 70 Was the range of
,
temperature yesterday and the aver-cent
25
was
per
age relative humidity
The temperature at G a. m. today wasj
47 degrees.
Yesterday was a clear
and pleasant tay and today promised
to be another ideal autumn day.
THE BEST LINE OF YOUTH'S
AT
AND CHILDREN CLOTHING
WHITE HOUSE.
A New House
The improvement?
o a second story to the Nusbaum residence on Washington avenue will
make quite an imposing structure
when finished, and will be an incentive

FLOWERS
Tri E CLAREN DuN GARDEN
!

Reliable."

iiitm rn

A. IHUULEK,

lO

Phone Black 12.

R.V. BOYLE. Mgr.

the heating

of

power

your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constru&ed upon en
tirely original principles, which are so
efficient
thoroughly
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world. Chief among
these is the famous

"Ad."
To-ia- y

on

Hot Blast

Page 3 .
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HOUSE.
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through which all gases generated ar.
burned, eliminating all waste.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

31

The Newest

Fall Models
IN

Parisian Corsets

Will be on display during"

Parisian Opening "iWeek,

I

Which Will Be Held September 30th to October 5th.
Ms

If You Could Only
See Yourself
in the Parisiana corset

made specially for your
size and proportions, see
how this corset brings out
your good points, covers
up your weak ones, you
would realize how nearly
ideal your figure can be.
'

,

1

r

Parisiana
(jpRSETS
are made in 48 styles.

Come in and ask for the
style designed for your
type of figure.

,4

These wonderful

y
1L

shap-

ing corsets are surprisingly
low in price, $1.00, $2.00
and up.
They are guaranteed to
hold their good shape and
style or you will receive a
new corset without charge- -

SECRET of a Beautiful Figure is the Corset. The
Corset is the one that fits not merely the
waist but the entire figure as well. If the Corset is
wrong the most beautifully tailored gown will be wrong.

THE

Ask for a Farisiana, the Guaranteed Corset
Don't be satisfied with
an ordinary corset. The
same money .will buy a
Parisiana guaranteed to give
you eatisfecoiry service and
to hold i:o good chspc and

Parisian Corsets
are the

Parisian Corsets

Guaranteed Corset

Without Extra
Charge
Why take any risk when

you can be sure of satisfactory wear from a Parisiana
corset?
Its good style and shape

are there to stay. We
guarantee it. If the stays
should break or the fabric
split you will receive a
acw corset without charge.

are the

Parisiana,

Right Foundation

Best and Make

CORSETS

as thev are made to fit the

an elegant figure and suit

cost no more than ordinary
corsets; $1.00 and up.

ENTIRE

FIGURE!

style.

wear longer than others

because the materials are
better: if they should prove defective in any way,
you will receive a new corset without charge.
We have a Parisiana in the right cizs and style
for you. Will you come in
to-da-

YOU EXACTLY!

y?

3C
'V.'

Come and see these
guaranteed corsets. Welcome whether you buy
or not.

NATHAN S ALMON
n

i

3top and figure put
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled

See
On?

THE

V

Heater

mine, Matias Samora, over which suit
was brought by Dr. J. M. Diaz. Suit,
was brought against me, however."
Mr. Dockweiler says Samora died and
that he, Dockweiler, expects to appeal
the case.
Genuine Jonathans, New Mexico's
finest apple, Winesaps, Grimes' Gold-ens- ,
Northern Spys and a dozen more
varieties. Extra fancy pack, $1.50 per
5C lb. box; choice pack, $ 1.25 per 50
lb. box. Seconds or cooking apples lc
per lb. We have sold our entire crop

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

"Time Pieces That Ar

to-U-

FALL MILLINERY

j

THE JEWELER.

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other niece o: machin
cry but it needs both occasion

take advantage of

'

Bakery Goods, Etc.
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to others to build In that part of the to southern buyers, but will reserve your while.
It.
Will Tour Europe Miss Mary HanKAR euto lor hire. Phone city, which has so many beautiful your order if you telephone us before
sen and Mrs. Margaret Granz, who
McCallister's
Ranch,
5th.
trees.
October
141 J.
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. G.
What Is the difference between a
Santa Fe
Do you know that the
Good team or young Hansen at their home here, will leave
a
on
business
a
SALE
credit
business
FOR
and
most
than
water
uses
purer
Laundry
or rid soon for New York where they will
of the Santa Fe people drink? All the cash basis? A credit business means mountain horses, for driving
and
Supply embark for Europe. They expect to
inefficient
Hardware
Fe
Santa
poor
service,
ing.
high prices,
water we use Is filtered and rendered
tour the continent, spending a good
and Co.
inconvenience,
labor,
worry
absolutely pure.
deal of time in the Chateaux district,
A cash business means prompt
of
session
The
Court
grief.
In
District
-it
Aristocracy exists in this countrythence go to the Italian Riviera and
efficient
reasonable
waa
service,
prices,
court
.Tnden
Abbott's
yesterday
is a sweet meat aristocracy called
and a enlivened by the appearance of a huge spend a part of the spring at Ravenna.
labor, a satisfied customer
"Pin Ton's confections for the fasti- cheerful"
visited many
merchant. All the difference blackboard with drawings on it or They have already
dious."
is between black and
in
this
there
that
country.
places
a
gazed
the
which
will
at
be
ditches
jurors
It will not take long and
white. Don't forget the Santa Fe from time to time. This graphic pre- pleasure for oulius H. Gerdes to show Laundry next week.
stntation of arguments was in the
you their stock of fall and winter lines
Sails October 2 According to dis- case of the state vs. Jose Santos Orof clothing.
Dr.
New
Frederick
York,
patches from
over the discharge of waters from
Over 500 People guessed correctly M Bishop, the London physician who tiz,
a
ditch.
Ton
that Zook would receive the Pin
spent two years in Santa Fe, will sail
Did you know that you could have
chocolates. What a rush there was! for Europe Wednesday, October 2. He
LATEST IN
your
UP
pillows and bolsters renovated
NEW AND
NOTHING BUT
Ishas been visiting friends in Long
Send
new?
like
sent
and
home
just
THE
AT
MERCHANDISE
TO DATE
land and New York City, where he them, feathers and all to the Santa
WHITE HOUSE.
has been the recipient of much social Fe Electric
Laundry and let thou
Octogenlarn Dies Mr. Hutchison, attention.
what
show
you
St.
they can do.
111
at
time
some
for
who has been
MILLILADIES AND CHILDREN
ALL
IN
EVENING
last
SLIPPERS
old
of
age
Vincent's hospital, died
PRICES AT SHADES AND STYLES AT THE
LOWEST
NERY AT
more
been
to
have
Is
said
He
night.
THE WHITE HOUSE.
WHITE HOUSE.
than 80 years old.
Distilled Water nd no other Is
New
of
1912
Laws
The Motrern Grocery
"57" is
i
Just $2 Per The
Zook's has them. right.
A full line of Heinz's pickMexico are In print and the copies UBed in our Soda Fountain.
les and condiments. Did you see the
may be had for $2 each. This fee Pharmacy.
Jack Frost may have killed your
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
includes postage.
display in the window. It is worth
Dr. Diaz's New Office Dr. J. M. flowers, but the Claredon Gardens
advertiseDiaz is having new offices fitted up have plenty of them. See
ment.
the
In
use
his
his
opposite
for
building
Every good housekeeper has a
Montezuma hotel. The doctor intends
Send
to move from the plaza to these of-- I spring and fall house cleaning. Nayour curtains, portieres, rugs and
fle es as soon as they are ready.
Four unfurnished vajo blankets to the Santa Fe Elec
FOR RENT
satisfacrooms one block from plaza. $15.00 per trie Laundry.' We guarantee
tion.
ManaB.
month.
Hayward,
Joseph
A. Dockweiler Says: "It was not my
ger.
medical
bill but that of a workman of
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent,
you If you
KASNER

LOCAL ITEMS.

is

Saturday, Sept.
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